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Preface
In November 2000, the 4th Workshop on Measurement Techniques for Stationary
and Transient Multiphase Flows took place in Rossendorf. Three previous
workshops of this series were national meetings; this time participants from different
countries took part. The Programme comprised 14 oral presentations, 9 of which are
included in these proceedings in full length. A special highlight of the meeting was
the main lecture "Ultrasonic doppler method for bubbly flow measurementu of
Professor Masanori Aritomi, Dr. Hiroshige Kikura and Dr. Yumiko Suzuki, which was
read by Dr. Hiroshige Kikura.
The workshop again dealt with high-resolution phase distribution and phase velocity
measurement techniques based on electrical conductivity, ultrasound, laser light and
high-speed cinematography. A number of presentations were dedicated to the
application of wire-mesh Sensors developed by FZR for different applications used
by the Technical Universities of Deift and Munich and the Tokyo Institute of
Technology.
We would like to continue the tradition of the workshop in Rossendorf and hope that
in the future it will again find a considerable interest among the scientists working in
the field of two-phase and multiphase flow instrumentation.

Prof. Frank-Peter Weiß

Prof. Rainer Hampel

Forschungszentrum Rossendorf
Institute of Safety Research

HTWS ZittaulGörlitz (FH)
lnstitute of Process Technology,

Director

Process Automation and Measuring
Techniques (IPM)
Director

4th Workshop on Measurement Technique for
Stationary and Transient TWO-PhaseFiows
Rossendorf, Germany, November 16-17,2000

ULTRASONIC DOPPLER METHOD FOR BUBBLY FbOW
MEASUREMENT
Masanori Aritomi, Hiroshige Kikura and Yumiko Suzuki
Research Laboratory for Nuclear Reactors, Tokyo Institute of Technology
2-12-1 Ohokayarna, Meguro-ku,Tokyo 152-8550, Japan
ABSTRACT

The Ultrasonic Velocity Profile technique has been developed to measure multi-dimensional
flow characteristics in bubbly flows with the void fraction srnaller than 7%. TRis
measurernent systern can rneasure instantaneous mixture velocity profiles along a
measuring line. By analyzing statistically the rneasured data, velocity profiles of both
phases, the void fraction profile, turbulence intensity of the liquid phase in a channel and
flow structure of the liquid phase surrounding a bubble can be obtained. The flow structure
around bubbles was proposed to be divided into three regions: viswus subiayer, buffer
region, and turbulence region.
Keywords: Bubbly flow measurement, Velocity profiles, Ultrasonic Doppler measurernent

The flow structure surrounding bubbles is one of the interesting topics in the field of
Mo-phase bubbly flow. A great number of experimental studies have been carried
out to understand the fundamental mechanism of Wo-phase flows. The quick
closing vahres is one of the most simple and early-developed methods to measure
the average void fraction of steady and uniform Wo-phase flow [I]. To measure local
void fraction, probe techniques and radiation techniques have been used for a long
time [2] and [3]. In recent years, a laser Doppler anemometer has been applied to
the bubbly flow measurement as a strong device to investigate the flow structure in
detail, such as local void fraction profile, liquid velocity and its fluctuation [4] and [5].
Flow visualization techniques have also been used commonly in order to understand
bubble deformation and coalescence phenomena [G] and [q.These methods have
made a great contribution in clarifying the flow structure of the bubbiy two-phase
flow. However, there still does not exist a measurement technique which can easily
measure the velocity profile around a gas-liquid interface, even though it is
necessary to clarify the flow structure around the bubble surface in order to
understand the microscopic mechanism of bubbiy flows.
The authors attempt to appiy UVP method to measure multi-dimensional f b w
characteristics in bubbly flows with void fraction less than 7%. The uftrasonk pulse
is reflected on both micro-particles in liquid phase and gas-liquid interfaces, so that
instantaneous mixture velmity profile atong the measuring line can be measured. By

treating statistically the measured instantaneous mixture velocity profile, a probability
density function profile of the mixture velocities can be obtained. From the results,
velocity profiles of both phases, the void fraction profile, turbulence intensity of the
liquid phase can be obtained in a channel. Since velocity infonnation of both phases
is included in the measured instantaneous mixture velocrty profile, the phase
discrimination of the measured instantaneous mixture velocity profile is one of the
important processes in order to study the flow structure of liquid phase surrounding
bubbles. From the measured instantaneous velocity profiles, the position of the
bubble surface was decided and the data was rearranged according to the distance
from the bubble surface.
In this Paper, a measurement system using the UVP monitor is proposed and its
measurement principle is explained first. F~urthermore,the proposed measurement
system is applied to bubbly flows in a vertical rectangular channel to verify its
capability. Finally, improvement of the proposed measurement system is discussed
as our future work.
2. MEASUREMENT METHOD OF ULTRASONIC V E L O C I N PROFILE MONITOR
2.1 Experimental Setup

Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus. It consisted of
a water circulation system, an air supply system, a test section which is a rectangular
channel made of Plexiglas and a measurement system of Ultrasonic Velocity Profile
(UVP) monitor. Working fluids were air and tap water. Micro particies of nylon powder
were mixed in the water as reflector of ultrasonic pulses. The average diameter of
the powder was about 40 Pm, and the specific density was 1.02.
In the measurement of counter-current flows, water was fed from the upper tank into
the test section. Water flow rate was controlled by a needle valve and it was
measured by an orifice flometer, both of which were located at the bottom patt of
the apparatus. Air was injected into water through five needles (inner diameter: 0.17
mm) at the air-water mixing section, which were also located at the lower end of the
test section. The air flow rate was regutated by a float flow meter and an air control
vahre. In the measurement of co-current flows, water flowed upward into the test
section from the lower entrance of the test section. Air was injected from the Same
air-injection needles as those of the counter-current flows. During an experiment,
water temperature was kept between 19 and 21 degrees using a subcooling system.
Also in parallel to the measurement by the UVP, the pressure drop was measured
between pressure taps installed on the sidewall to get average void fraction. All
experiments were carried out under the atmospheric pressure.
Figure 2 chows the test section iocated between t h e upper tank and the air-water
mixer. The test section was a vertical recitangular channel made of Plexiglas
measuring 10 mm X 100 rnm X 1700 mm. An ultrasonic transducer was set on the
outer surface with a contact angle of 45 degrees toward the liquid main flow
direction. Gap between the transducer an$ the wali was filled with ultrasonic jelly to

prevent the reflection of ultrasonic pulses on the wall. Under each experimental
condition, measurement was carried out and 9,216 velocity profiles were obtained
along the measuring line. The experimental conditions are tabulated in Table 1. Also,
the UVP configurations used in this study are summarized in Table 2.
An outline of video camera equipment is shown in Fig.3. It consists of a digital video
camera, alight source and a translucent sheet to untfy the luminance brightness. The
speed, diaphragm and gain of the video camera can be manually regulated and a
speed of 60 flames per second can be obtained. After videotaping, the video digital
data were recorded in a personal Computer through an image converter. The picture
elements were 720x480 dots, the color was monotone, and the brightness resolution
was 11256. Figure 4 is an example of the photos of the counter-current flow. In Fig. 5,
the relationship between the average void fraction in the channel and average
bubble diameter is shown.
2.2 Measurement Principle

The working principle of the UVP is to use the information contained in the echo of
ultrasonic pulses reflected by micro particles suspended in the fluid. Since the
detailed information of its measurement principle has been reported by Takeda [8],
[9], only a simple explanation is made here.
The position information, X, is obtained from the time lapsed,
the reception of the echo:

from the emission to

where C is a speed of sound in the fluid. The instantaneous local velocity, uuvp(x),is
a component along the ultrasonic beam direction and is d e r i i frorn the
instantaneous Doppler shift frequency, fn in the echo:

where f is the basic ultrasonic frequency. The velocity resolution is given by

The measured velocity profile is expressed by a location number, i, a profile numlxtr,
j, and a velocity value, k.
ic =ü[i,j ]

The position, y(i), is determined from the wall location, il and i2 as
Y(i)=

i-i,
W
i2 - il

where W is the width of the channef, IOmm.

(4)

The measured velocrty, which is a component along the ultrasonic beam direction,
UUVP, is determined by
where Au is the conversion factor from Doppler unit to velocity. The velocrty in the
f low direction, U, is then given by

where 0 is the angle of the transducer with respect to the flow direction.
measurement error of velocity is estimated as k5%.

The

2.3 Data Processing Wiethod
Since the speed of sound of longitudinal waves is the most fundamental parameter
for this method, it is incorrect to treat a two-phase medium as a homogeneous single
phase medium because sound waves experience multiple reflection at bubbles.
Since the ultrasonic pulse diameter using in this work is 5mm, which is larger than
bubble diameter of about 3mm, the ultrasonic pulse and its reflection can potentially
traverse straight on while creating a blind Zone behind the bubble as shown in Fig.6.
Typical pattems of instantaneous velocity profiles are shown in Fig.7 (a), (b) and (C):
(a) is the case where there is no bubble in the measurement path, (b) is the case
where a single bubble exists and (C) is the case where two bubbles exist. In case of
Fig.7 (C), we cannot distinguish whether two bubbles exist in the measurement
volume or if there are multiple reflection between bubbles as shown Fig.8 (a) and (b).
Since a velocity profile like that shown in Fig.7(c) is rarely encountered under the
present experimental conditions, it is omitted while data processing in this study. It is
however, possible to obtain velocity profiles of the liquid phase, even at high void
fraction, until a bubble approaches the transducer. The authors thus attempted to
derive inforrnation from each individual profiles by analyzing their shapes.
AIthough the spatial resolution of the UVP measurement is not particularly fine
because the ultrasonic beam diameter is 5mm, the neariy instantaneous water
velocity profile near a bubble can be measured by the UVP measurement as shown
in Figs. 7(b) and 7(c). If many velocity profiles are obtained and treated statistically,
the flow characteristics near a bubble may be deduced.
2.3.1 Angle of tbe UItrasonic Transducer

Since the vekity information is derived from the Doppler shift frequency, no data
must exist at the wall. The diameter of the ultrasonic pulse beam is 5mm and the
UVP transducer must be inclined with respect to the wall in order to measure
velocities in the fiow direction. Figure 9 (a), (b) and (C) show typicai results of
frequency of data existence in reference to the transducer angle at the wall. In single
phase water flow, it can be seen from Fig. 9(c) that with the setting angle at 75B, we
have the most suitabte angle in tems of the frequency of data existence. However, it
is Seen from Figs.9 (a) (b) and (C) that a transducer angle of 4513 is best in bubbly

flows to prevent multiple reflection. The ultrasonic pulse is perfectiy reflected at the
channel wall and can not be transmitted into the fluid. Therefore, a transducer angle
of 45ß is adopted in this work.
2.3.2 Velocity and Void Fraction Profile in the Channel

The probability of data existence was examined along ultrasonic beam direction. It
can be Seen from Fig. 9(a) that the wall position is identical to the location where the
probability of data existence is 50% in single phase liquid flow. The measurement
error of the wall position is estimated as M . l m m and the measurement error of the
location is estimated as ITO.6mm. Since the diameter of an ultrasonic pulse is 5mm,
its measurement cross section is a circular disk in the main region of flow and the
echo can be completely measured in the form of the circular cross section. On the
other hand, the measurement cross section can not be circular near the wall region,
so that the statistical average position of the measurement cross section is not the
Center of ultrasonic pulse. Assuming that the statistical average position of the
measurement cross section divides the measuring cross section into Wo equal cross
sections, the statistical average position is revised. Thus, the measuring cross
sectional area less than 50% of the whole ultrasonic beam is omitted.
The probabiltty of data existence, PIOi), is defined by

f,G$

= 1 for Vkj1 d),
= 0 for VTij1 =0,

where N is the number of total profiles. A profile of the probability of data existence,
P a , is obtained by converting the location number, i,into a real position, y.
Let us consider a velocity probability function:

f,(i,j) = 1 for V[iJ = k,
= 0 for V[ijJ ;e. k.

A probabiiii density function, P&,u), is obtained by normalizing
converting the location number, i,into a real position.

and by

A probability density function includes the velocity information. it is assumed that
each probabiiii density function of a given phase can be expressed by a normal
distribution, as follows:

The probability density function of the mixture velocrty is given by

where CTG and OL are average velocities and standard deviations of both phases
respectively, and E is the probability of bubble existence. These five variables, o ~o~
,
and E, are calculated numerically by the least-squares method.
Figure 10 compares a probability density function of mixture velocities calculated by
the above-mentioned procedure with experimental results. In this figure, Open circles
indicate the results measured by the UVP and the line represents the calculated
resutt.
Since the ultrasonic pulse is reflected at the interface as long as a bubble exists, the
bubble velocrty can always be detected as an interfacial velocity. On the other hand,
the uitrasonic wave is not reflected in water urhere a micro-particle does not exist. As
a resutt, the water velocity is not always measured in the profile. Therefore, it is
necessary to revise the probability of bubble existence as follows:
K(Y)=P,(Y)E(Y)

(12)

where ~(y)is called the probabilrty of bubble data existence in this work.
The probability of bubble data existence means that a bubble exists in the path of the
uitrasonic pulse when the pulse is emitted, and is related to the void fraction. The
bubble size, its position and its configuration cannot be known directiy from UVP
measurements. Assuming that the bubble size and configuration are at random and
that they are statisticaliy uniform across the channel, the conversion factor, which
relates the probability of bubble data existence to the void fraction, can be obtained.
The following procedure was developed to establish the conversion factor.
The average volumetric flux of the bubble < j e is

where jG is the local volumetric flux of the bwbble and A is the Cross sectional area of
the channel. Assuming that the local void fraction is proportional to the local
probability of bubble data existence and that the proportionality constant (the
conversion factor), k, is uniform in the channel since it is dependent on bubble size
and configuration, the following equation can be obtained:

The average void fraction is expressed by

if the air flow rate is known, we can transforrn Eq.(14) to

Then, the local void fraction, a(y), is simply given by
a(y)=W:O.

The average void fraction, CD, is also represented by

(a)= k ( ~ ) .
2=3.3Velocity Profile around Bubbles
When the UVP is used for the measurement of bubbly flow, ultrasonic pulses are
reflected either on a gas-liquid interface or micro particles suspended in the liquid,
and then the velocity profiles in the channel is obtained. Therefore a measured
velocity profile contains not only liquid phase velocity information but also the bubblerising velocity information, which is obtained from pulses reflected on the bubble's
surface. In the measuring of bubbly flow, an instantaneous velocity profile has a
typical peak if a bubble crosses the measuring line. The maximum velocity in the
instantaneous velocity profile including bubble is much larger than the one excluding
bubbles. By introducing an appropriate threshold velocity, the recorded
instantaneous velocity profile can be divided into two groups, that is, profiles either
including bubbles or not.
Figure 11 shows a flow chart of data processing. The first step in the determination of
the threshold velocity is to obtain the probability density function of all the measured
27,648 instantaneous velocities at each measuring position. This is called "PDFalP
(Fig. 12(a)). Velocity information of both phases is mixed up in this PDFdi. When the
void fraction is very low, PDFdl have usually Wo peaks; one represents the liquid
veloc'ity and the other stands for the velocity concerning the gas-rising velocit)l.
However in some experimental conditions, oniy one peak is Seen, which corresponds
to the liquid velocity. Since the PDFaI also contains liquid velocity accelerated by the
gas phase, the PDFdI monotonously decreases from the peak of liquid phase toward
the velocity of gas phase. The mixture of these liquid velocities makes the phase
discrimination difficuk.
As the second step, liquid main flow velocity is separated from PDFdl. The peak
velocity of the liquid phase in the PDFaI1is chosen as the representath velocity af
the liquid phase, um. By assuming that the ideal shape of PDF for the liquid main
flow velocity is syrnmetrical because of the symmetric nature of the random error,
PDF of the liquid phase can be estimated by tuming up the left-hand side of the PDF
for the liquid phase at the utm. From the obtained PDF, called the ideaf PDF for the
liquid main flow, standard deviation o~ is calculated. By taking into account the
fluctuation of liquid velocity, the threshold vetocity for separation of the liquid rnain
flow, U*„,
is obtained as utm = ULm + 201

At this time another PDF, PDF„,
is defined represenfing the gas velocily (Fig.
12(b)). PDF„ at each measuring position is obtained by collecting only tbe Iargest
veloc-ity in each instantaneous veloc-ity profite, Most of the velocity infomatfon
included in PDF„ is either the bubble's velocity or the maximurn velocity of the
liquid phase in the case not including bubbles. Therefore if the iiquid phase velocily

is separated from PDF„,
PDF corresponding to the bubble's velocity can be
obtained. For the separation of liquid velocities, Utemp at the same measuring point is
used and data smaller than ut„ is eliminated from the PDF„.
From the remaining PDF, the average velocity u~, and the standard deviation oij, is
calculated. By using these values, finally the threshold velocity for the phase
separation uthreshis obtained as uaresh= U G -~ 2% (Fig. 12(b)). The calculation of the
uthre* is made at each measuring point in the channel according to the above
procedure and the threshold velocity profile uälreSh(x)is obtained as a result. Using
this threshold velocity profile, phase discrirnination is rnade for each instantaneous
velocity profile.
The measured instantaneous veloc'rty profile including only velocities lower than
uthre* means the liquid velocity one affected by bubble rising motion and is classified
into Group A. By averaging velocities in Group A, the time-averaged velocrty profile
of liquid main flow can be obtained. On the other hand, the measured instantaneous
velocity profile whose maximum velocity higher than uareS,, has bubble motion
information and is classified into Group B. In Group B, the relative coordinate is
adopted and its origin is set on the bubble surface for the selected instantaneous
velocity profiles. In order to examine the flow structure surrounding a bubble, the
selected velocity profiles are statistically treated by converting their data as a function
of the distance from a bubble surface, and thus the probability density function of
liquid velocity fluctuation is calculated at each distance from a bubble surface.
After splitting all instantaneous velocity prafiles into Wo groups, probability density
functions of instantaneous velocities are calculated at every measuring point in the
channel. From the obtained shape of the probability density function, statistical
moments were calculated for the liquid phase velocity as follows:

where u means a measured velocity, P,,(* a probability densrty and
c = 0 for the first order moment,
= U for higher order moments.
where U is the first order moment that means the average velocity. The second
order moment means the standard deviation of velocity fluctuation, a2, called
variance, the third dimensionless one, M3/03, is called the skewness and the fourth
dimensionless one, Mdo4,is the kurtosis.

3. EXPERlMENTAL RESULTS
3'1 Velocity Profile in the Channet
The developed rneasurement systern was applied to bubbiy countercurrent flows in a
verticat rectangular channei. Figure 13(a) and (6) shows typicai measurements of
velocity profiles in both phases, UG and ur, and a probability profile of bubble data

existence, dy). The velocities of both phases are not Zero at the wall because the
ultrasonic pulse is emitted at an angle with respect to the channel wall and its beam
diameter is 5mm, the combined effect of Wich induces an error in the velocity
measurements near the wall. However, this uncertainty is not a feature of two-phase
flow measurement, but also appears for the velocity profiles measured in a singlephase flow by the UVP.
3.2 Void Fraction Profile

Let us consider another procedure in order to estimate the conversion factor
between the probability of bubble data existence and the void fraction using the
average void fraction measured by the image data processing unit. Assuming that
an entire bubble exists in the path of the ultrasound beam when the pulse is emitted,
the measurement volume, VI, is expressed by

where Du is the ultrasound pulse diameter and L is the UVP measurement length.
The bubble volume is

where Dbis the average bubble diameter. The conversion factor, kl, can be given by

If a vertical portion of the bubble's surface encounters the path of the pulse, the
ultrasonic transducer may receive the reflection wave of this pulse. Hence, we
consider the case where a half of a bubble exists in the pulse path. In this case, the
UVP measurement volume, V2, can be expressed by

The conversion factor k2 is

The conversion factors obtained from experirnents are shown in Fig.14 in refersnce
to average bubble diameters. kl and k2 are shown in the figure. lt 1s Seen from the
figure that k, is located in the region of k s k 6 k 1 . Aithough the conversion factor
cannot be evaluated exactiy because of a wide range between kt and ka it is
apparent that the factor depends on the average bubbfe diameter. Since the bubble
is not sphericat, the factor rnay also be influenced by the bubble shape. Howver, its
empiricai correlation can be established by anaiyzing numerous data. Moreover, it
seems that the conversion factor can be established from the W? da& if eacth data
profile is analyzed in detail and for instance, pattem rscogniZion of the echo ~ i g n ais
l
established. These are topics of future studies.

The conversion factor can also be calculated by the average void fraction obtained
from the hydrostatic head measurement and by the average probability of bubble
data existence. Figure 15 shows a typical void fraction profile converted from the
probability profile of bubble data existence in this way. As mentioned above, the
average void fraction in the flow cross section is estimated as f5Oh. Regarding the
local void fraction, atthough the error introduced by the assuming uniforrntty in the
conversion factor between the local void fraction and the local probability of bubble
data existence in the cross section of the flow cannot be evaluated exactly, the error
in the local void fraction may be estimated as f10%.
3.3 Turbulent lntensity Profile

In general, turbulence intenstty in a bubbly flow is larger than that in liquid single
phase flow because bubbles agitate the flow. In this work, turbulence intensity is
defined in terms of the standard deviation of water velocity fluctuation in the
continuous phase, BL. The standard deviation profile in the channel can be
calculated from the equation of the probability density function of mixture velocity
defined by Eq.(ll). Typical resutts from single-phase water flow and bubbly
countercurrent flow are shown in Fig.16. Since the local velocities were not
measured at a point but over an area because of the size of the ultrasonic beam
diameter (5mm), the absolute value of the standard deviation in the water phase is
not signifiiant. Hence, the standard deviation ratio of a bubbly countercurrent flow to
a single phase water flow is selected as the two-phase multiplier of turbulence
intensity, BLTPFICTLSPF.
3.4 Velocity Profile around Bubbles

Figure 17 show typical profiles of the probability density function of relative velocity
in reference to the distance from a bubble surface. In the figure, x=O means a
bubble surface and x=l is the position 0.74mm away from the bubble sutface.
The probability density function near a bubble surface (x=0-1) has a one peak Mich
means the rising velocity of the bubble motion. In the region of x=2-10, Wo peaks
appear, which correspond to the bubble surface velocity and main flow. The peak
corresponding to the bubble surface velocity becomes lower and the other peak does
larger with going way from the bubble. In the region far from the bubble (x=11-14),
the probabilitty density function has one peak again M i c h is the main flow.
Figure 18 (a) shows a typical a velocity profile norrnalized by the average bubble
surface and liquid main velocities. Moreover, profiles of typical valiance, skewness
and kurtosis are shown in Fig.18 (b), (C) and (d). it can be Seen from different
gradients shown in these figures that the liquid flow structure can be classified into
three regions; (I) viscous subiayer region near a bubble where the liquid flow is
greatiy influenced oniy by the bubble motion, (2) turbulence region far from a bubble
where it is not affected by the bubble motion and (3) buffer region located between
viscous sublayer and turbulence region where it is influenced by the bubbie motion
arrd tfre main ftow.

1

I

Some velocity profiles of Group B have the second peak between the position the
maximum velocity and the channel wall as shown in Fig.19. The second peak
velocity means the effect of a bubble flowing near the measurement volume. For the
purpose to investigate the effect of another bubble motion on the liquid flow structure
surrounding bubbles, the measured instantaneous velocity profiles in Group B are
classified into two groups: the profiles having two peaks (Group BI) and those
having oniy one peak (Group 82). Figure 20 (a) shows velocity fields surrounding
bubbles which belongs to Group B1 and is affected by the wake of another bubble.
In contrast with this, velocity fields surrounding bubbles in Group B2, which are not
influenced by the wake of another bubble, are shown in Fig.20 (b).

4. FUTURE WORKS

The proposed measurement system has never developed perfectly and some
improvements remain as our future works. Void fraction profile cannot be measured
directiy and its measurement accuracy has never exactiy understood. In addition,
the conversion factor, k, cannot be evaluated analyticaliy. Hence, it will be attempted
to appiy the electrode-mesh tomography method [I01 together with the UVP monitor
in order to measure void fraction profiles and clarify the measurement accutacy of
the UVP monitor for void fraction profiles.
Since the ultrasonic pulse diameter of 5mm is too large to measure liquid flow
structure surrounding bubbles as compared with the bubble diameter of 2 to Smm,
the liquid flow structure cannot be quantitative@clarified from the measured data. It
will be, therefore, attempted that UVP transducer having the narrower measurement
volume should be deveioped and be applied to measure the liquid flow structure
surrounding bubbles.
5. CONCLUSIONS
A measurement System incorporating an UVP monitor has been deveiopsd and
proposed for use in measuring muiti-dimensional bubbv flow characteristics, Jhe
system has been applied to bubbv counter-current and CO-currentflows with void
fraction less than 7% in a vertical rectangular channel to assess its capability.

(1) The proposed system can measure instantaneous mixture vsiocity profiles in tbe
channel.
(2) By treating statisticaliy the measured instantaneous mixture velocity profiles, the
velocity profiles of both phases, the void fraction profile and turbulence intensity
of the liquid phase in the channel can be obtained.
(3) The phase discrimination method of th8 measured instantaneous mixtwre velocity
profile was proposed using the probability density functjon of the mixed veJiocities.
The position of the bubble surface was diecided and the data was rsarranged
according to the distance from the bubble surface. From tha resufts, it can be
Seen that the liquid veiwity fiefd surrounding bubbles can be classified into the
folfowing time region; viscous subfayer, buffer regisn and turbulente region.

(4) In laminar sublayer, the liquid veiocity profile has a large gradient, and is greatly
affected by the bubble motion but hardly affected by the liquid main fiow.
(5) The buffer region plays a role as a transition Zone between the laminar sublayer
and the main flow region. The rnotion of both phases influences the flow
structure in this region.
(6) The main flow region is far away from bubbles, so that bubble motion does not
affect the continuous liquid phase.
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Table 1 Experimental condition
System pressure
Water superficial velocity (CO-currentflow)
Water superficial velocity (munter-current flow)
Air superiicial velocity (co-current flow)
Air superficial velocity (counter-current flow)

Atmospheric pressure
0.18 (mls)
0.12
-0.1 2 (m/s)
-0.06
0.00384 (mls)
0.00235
0.001 95 0.0041 8 ( d s )

-

-

Table 2 Specification of the UVP (X-I)
Basic ultrasonic frequency
Maximum measurable depth
Velocity resolution

4 (MHz)
91 758 (mm)
5.6 0.75 (mm/s)

Spatial resolution in water
Measurement points
Number of profiles

0.74 (mm)
128
1024x9

-

1. Overflow tank
2. Pressure tap
3. Test section
4. Pressure sensor
5. Oscilloscope
6. UVP monitor
7. US transducer
8. Compressor
9. Storage tank
10. Air water mixer
11. Flowrneter
12. Orifice flowmeter
13. PC
14. Heat exchanger
15. Centrifugal Pump

Fig. 1 Experimental apparatus

Fig.2 Test section
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AN ULTRASONIC MESH SENSOR FOR TWO-PHASE FLOW
VISUALISATION
V. V. Kontelev, V. I. Melnikov
Technical State University of Nishny Novgorod, Russian Federation

1. lntroduction
This paper presents an ultrasonic mesh sensor for two-phase flow visualisation.
Working principle of the ultrasonic mesh sensor is described. Special emphasis is
given to the sensor design and operating conditions of the device. The results of experimental test of the ultrasound system are shown. Advantages and disadvantages
of the ultrasonic device are outlined.

2. Working principle of ultrasonic mesh sensor
Working principle of ultrasonic mesh sensor is based on the measurement of the
acoustic conductivity of the two-phase mixture in local points, M i c h are equally distributed over the Cross section of the flow [1,2]. The simplified scheme of the ultrasonic mesh sensor is shown in Fig. 1. The sensor consists of two groups of ultrasound wave-guides. The wave-guides of the first group are used to inadiate acoustic waves into the two-phase mixture. The wave-guides of the second group are
used to receive the acoustic waves transmitted through the measuring fluid in the
control volumes. If there is liquid (e.g. water) in the measuring volume, the attenuation of the ultrasound propagating through the measuring
volume, is insignificant, and
the ultrasonic waves reach
the receiver wave-guides.
After transformation into the
electric signals by a piezocrystal, the amplitude of the
received waves is registered
by the electronic block. If the
control volume is filled with
gas or vapour the ultrasound
is not irradiated, and the signal does not appear at the
transmitter waseguides
receiver wave-guides. Schematic view of the uhrasonic
wave-guide system is shown F@. 1. Simplified scheme of an uftfasonk mesh
sensor with six wave-guides
in Fig. 2.

The uitrasonic mesh sensor
is connected to an electronic
block. The operating of the
device is controlled out by
means of a personal comPuter, which is connected to
the electronic block.

3. Sensor design
Basic element of the ultrasonic wave-guide system is the
ukrasonic mesh sensor. Two
types of Sensors have been Fig. 2. Schematic view 0f the ~itrasoffk waveguide System
developed (Fig. 3.). The first
sensor consists of a metallic
frame where transmitter and receiver wave-guides are fixed. Design and layout of the
wave-guides are such, that 48 sensitive points are forrned, which are equaliy distributed over the cross section of the pipeline with nominal diameter of 50 mm. The second sensor consists of two planes of wire grids with 7 wires in each. This results 37
sensitive points over the cross section. In the first sensor the control volumes are
forrned b&een cylindrical transmitter wave-guides and perpendiculariy
located receivers. The main advantage of this prototype is a high sensitivity of the sensor. The control volumes in the second sensor are forrned
betvveen transmitter and receiver wave-guides, which have special concavities to increase the sensitivity of the
sensor. The main advantage of this
prototype compared to the first one is
the simplicity of the construction.
Both types of sensor are manufactured from corrosion proof steel. lt allows to use the sensors for twophase flow measurements even under hostile condition, which are met in
industrial facilities.

4. The peculiarities of the
efectronic hardware
The efectronic b k k contains an electronic circuit for the control of the device. The basic control and measuring signals are shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 3. Two types of uitrasonic mesch
sensors
a) Prototype-I (48 sensitive points)
b) Prototype-2 (37 sensitive points)

Fig. 4. Diagram of the control signals and
the signal acquisition

5. Experimental tests in an airwater flow
Both types of uttrasonic mesh Sensors were tested at the two-phase flow loop of Research Centre Rossendoif. First experiments were carried out under carefully
controlled conditions, at atmospheric presSure and room temperature. The measurements were carried out in a wide range
of water and air velocities.

Fig. 5. Comparison of sequences oi
frames and virtaal sectional
views originating from a vertical plug flow
left: e l e c t h l wire-mssh sensor
rihgt: ultrasonic mesh sensor

Fig. 5 shows the qualitative comparison of
sequences of individualframes and virtual sectional views recorded in a vertkal plug
flow with the ultrasonic mesh sensor and electrical wire-mesh sensor [3].
Fig. 6 shows the qualitative comparison of the virtual sectional views for bubbla, plug
and annular flows. The pictures obtained by the electrical wire mesh and the ultrasonic mesh sensor are slightiy different. It is visible, that the ulirasonic dsvice ofterr indicates too much water in the Cross section.
The main reason of the disagreement between the resutts is the lower spatial and
time resolution of the uttrasonic device. To increase the quality of the imaging, a linear interpolation within the cross-swtional images tor uftwmnic mesh sansor was
applied.

For the quantitative comparison between wire mesh
sensor and ultrasound waveguide sensor, the average
volumetric gas fractions of
time and diameter were
used. The measured average
volumettfc gas fraction for the
superficial velocities of 1 mls
for water and 0-12 mls for air
is shown on Fig. 7. The ultrasound wave-guide sensor
produced a negative systematic error in the range of big
bubble and plug flows and a
positive systematic error in
the range of small bubble
and annular flows. The basic
systematic errors are due to
low spatial and time resolution of the wave-guide Sensors. Except for these enors,
there are errors due to influence of the censor on the
flow. At a low superficial velocity of air, droplets accommodate between transmitter
and receiver wave-guides.
They have a signifiiant effect
on the reading of the ultrasound device. At a high superficial velocity of air artefacts
are observed, because acoustic emission takes place in
the ultrasound wave-guides.
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The effect of acoustic emission on the readings of the
uitrasonic Sensors was estimated. The results are
shown in Fig. 8. In order to
minimised the effect of acoustic emission a protecting
grid of metallic rods can be
mountedjust in front of waveguides.
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6. Virtual sectional views for different flow
regims
lefi column: electrical wire-mesh sensc)r
rihgt column: ultrasonic mesh sensor

Fig. 7. Comparison of average volumetric gas fractions measured by the electrical
wire-mesh sensor and the ultrasonk mesh sensor

Diameter of the pipe: 51.2 mm; superficial velocity, watec Imls; Sensors:
electrical wire-mesh (256 sensitive points) ultrasonic mesh (37 sensitive
points)

Fig. 8. Effect of acoustk emission on the readings of the ukrasonic devke

5. Experimental tests in a steam-water flow
The uttraconic mesh sensor was also tested in a steam-water fluw. Measuring puints
were recorded in the range from 6 to 25 bar. A quantitatke compafison of the rtleasurement resuits obtained by the uitrasonic rnesh sensor was carried out with the readings of tbe needle shaped conductivity probes. The resuits of comparison are
shown in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 9. Comparison between average void fractions measured by needle-shaped
conductivity probes and the ultrasonic mesh sebsor in a steam-water flow

6. Conclusions
The inexpensive device for high-speed two-phase flows visualisation is developed
and tested. The spatial and time resolution of the uitrasonic mesh sensor is adequate
for qualitative diagnostic of the different two-phase flows. The device can be used in
experimental equipment under hostile conditions. The ultrasonic mesh sensor can be
used in electrically nonconductivity fluids. The uitrasonic mesh sensor is also employed in investigations of the high pressure and high temperature flows. The test
resutts show that additional work is needed to improve the precision of the ultrasonic
wave-guide device.
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One of the most important operational Parameters in power-generating equipment is
the level of coolant ( mass and physical ). The level measurement is a part of system
of operative control for equipment. The most well-known types of level measurement
and in particular the float level, capacity inductometric, piezometk, radioisotope and
optical gauges are exposed to the action of corrosisn and thermic destniction. The
thickening of the gauges to protect against high pressure damage and radiation
cause problems when using the above mentioned types. That is M y these types of
level measurement are not used in pradice.
In modem practice control of the level of Wo-phase coolant in the steam generator
are carried out by using hydrostatic level measurement. The hydrostatic level gauges
contain the sensor for measuring differential pressure and are placed in regions
having normal conditions and have long pint tubes. Such a disposition of the gauges
guarantees its fumace life and its reliability. However, using long connecting tubes
significantty reduces the quick response of the gauge, causing errors oS
measurement and reduced safety of the unit. The progressive level gauges Tor steam
generators, in our opinion, are acoustic level gauges bassd on the waveguide
transducer. The reacons of such a conclusion are;

*

the sensor is produced from austenite steel and does not contain insulators or
other elements made from nonmetallic materials;
the sensor is thickened by using welding or solder;
high temperature, pressure and inadiatiun do not have a significant effect an
convection of uitrasound in the waveguide;
the waveguide lines can be crooked;
the acoustic transformer is placed in normal conditions.

f h e basic principle of ultrasonic coofant level transducers is a 1 1 acousiic soundltig
method [I]. This metttod is based on indkation of tfie gaseou
sa h control point,
between the end of Wo waveguides (socatled ssnsing etsmsnis). Whsn in emtral
point the liquid phase, uttrasaund 1s gone f r m radiator ta r-iver,
wt"ien

uitrasound is no gone. The radiation of acoustic waves occurs oniy in the liquid
because the gas phase has low wave impedance. It is possible to calculate the local
volumetric steam fraction by relating the total time of steam detection to the
measuring period:

vvhere 3 is the time of steam detection during an individual big bubble contact
(contact time).
The statistical distribution of contact time can be transformed into a big bubble size
distribution ( length of steam cork ), when the velocity of the bubbles is known. The
several control points are located on line, one after another. In this case it is possible
to measure the velocity for big single bubble ( spreading time between two points)
and height of foam of boiling water. The minimum size of a bubble mast be greater
then the distance between the end of two waveguides.
The transducer operates as follows (Fig. 1,2). Acoustic impulses, created by the first
converter, spread along the communication waveguide to the first sensing element
and are radiated in the water. Then the acoustic impulses are received by the second
sensing element and are reflected to the second converter. The indication of steam
phase in the control Point is carried out by discriminating the pulses received.

3 DESIGN AND EXPERIMENTAL TESTlNG OF AM ACOUSTIC
TRANSDUCER
For the realization of the described acoustic methods the waveguide ultrasonic
transducer was produced by NNTU N. Novgorod with the participation of IPM Z i a u
(Fig. 3,4). The basic elements of the transducer are pairs of parallel waveguides with
diameter of 0,8 mm, the top ends of them are connected to conic concentrators, and
the bottom ends, put into the coolant are form the control volume. The waveguide
communication lines are placed inside a two protective tubes, each has a diameter
10 mm. The minimum length of waveguide is 255 mm, maximal length of waveguide
is 850 mm. The transducer was made of chromium- nicke1 steel. The converters are
made uf ctystalceramic. The radiators are connected to the output cascades of
generator. The receiver are connected to input cascades of amplifiers. Operating
frequency of transducer is 500 kHz, impulse frequency is 200 Hz . The working
parameters are : pressure up to 16 MPa; temperature up to 400 'C. The amplifiers of
the transducer can operate in an environmental temperature of up to 100 'C. The
maxirnaf length of waveguide can be up to 5 m. The seven control volumes are
located on line one after another.
The personal computer acts as a signal acquisition unit. The primary probe signal is
displayed graphkaliy. The computer program allows the setting of the working
parameters, such as penod of measuring, position of strobe, amplitude of signal, it is
possibfe to storev and tu accumulate resuits as digital files for the next processing of
experimental da&.

Experimental tests of transducer and measurement methods were carried out at the
test facility of IPM Zittau. The transducer was installed in the vertical gauging tube
with the diameter of 45 mm and length of I m .
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Control measurements were carried out by using a bubbling device simulating a twophase flow under normal condition. The processing models of leveling change
(Fig. 5) and different regimes of two-phase flow (Fig.6) were made. For big gas
contents and mixture level is possible to deterrnining the distribution of gas content at
the measuring tube (Fig. 7). The resuits of comparative experiments with needle
shaped conductivii probes are represented on Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. Some difference
between signals are caused by difference position of Sensors and hydrodynamic
phenomenon's.

4

CONCLUSIONS

The new waveguide uitrasonic transducer has successfuliy been used for liquid level
measurement at two-phase flow experiments. The application of the acoustic
waveguide provides high stability and reliability for the transducer, as the acoustic
converter is placed outside the high-temperature Zone and is not subjected to
extreme effects.
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1 lntroduction
The described electrode-mesh sensor is based on a measurement of the local instantaneous conductivii of the Wo-phase mixture. Wire-mesh sensors were introduced by Johnson [I], who used them to measure the integral gas fraction in the
cross section. Reinecke et al. [2] presented a device visualising sequences of gas
fraction distributions with a rate of about 100 frames per second for the first time. It
consists of three layers of electrode grids. Three independent projections of the gas
fraction distribution in the sensor cross section are obtained by measunng the impedance between two adjacent parallel wires. The imaging is carried out appiying
tomographic reconstruction algoriihms. Our own development was aimed at a direct
conductivtty measurement between pairs of crossing wires to avoid tomographic reconstruction algorithms [3] and to increase time resolution. The first generation of
signal acquisition units worked at a framing rate of 1200 Hz. Recently, the second
generation has achieved a time resolution of 10 000 frames per second [4].
Both types were used to study a vertical upwards air-water flow in a pipe of 51.2 mm
diameter. The high resolutop v i w
sectional view A - A
tion allows to derbe bubble
size distributions and gas
fraction profiles decomposed according to bubble
size classes. The processes
of lateral movement of the
bubbles due to the nondrag forces, the bubble
coalescence and fragmentation were investigated by
studying the evolution of
these partial profiles along
the pipe. The effect of lift
force inverse at some critical diameter of the bubbles,
predicted by [5],was clearly
detected in a realistic, poly- Fig. 1: Wire-mesh sensor with 2 x 16 electrodes
disperse two-phase flow.
Especially with the second
generation device, the structure of the two-phase flow in case of air and water velocities in the range of 10 m/s was visualised in detail for the first time.

2 Function of the wire-mesh sensor
Our wire-mesh sensor consists of two electrode grids with 16 electrode wires (diameter 120 pm) each, placed at an axial distance of 1.5 mm behind each other (Fig.
1). The electrode pitch is 3 mm, which is determining the spatial resolution.
In order to explain the function, a simplified scheme of the sensor together with its
electronic circuitry is shown in Fig. 2. Here, for simplicity, the number of electrodes is
reduced to four in each plane. During the signal acquisition, one plane of electrode
wires is used as transmitter, the other as receiver plane. The transmitter electrodes
are activated by supplying them with voltage
pulses in a successive
order. This is done by
closing one of the
semiconductor switches
S I - S4 for the duration
of the excitation pulse.
To suppress electrode
polarisation and electrolysis at the electrode,
the excitation is carried
out by putting a DC free
symmetrical
bipolar Fig. 2 Simplified scheme of wire-mesh sensor and signal acquisition electronics
square-wave pulse on
the transmitter electrode to be activated (signal U T in
~ Fig. 3). For this purpose, the polarii is altered by
changing switch SP after the first half period of the excitation pulse. The corresponding binary signals to
control the switches are
shown in Fig. 3.
Due to the imaginary component of the impedance of the
ion layer at the electrodes,
the sensor and the cable, the
resufting currents arriving at
the receiver wires show a
transient behaviour (see signal IR2
in Fig. 3). These signals are pre-amplified and
sampled by activating sample & hold circuits (WH) at
the end of the first half-period
of the excitation pulse (signal
S/H in Fig. 3). At this moment, the transient has settled and the output vottage of
the S/H circuits is proportional to the real component
of the received current. This
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Fig. 3 Pulse diagram of the most important control
signals of the signal acquisition electronics

has several advantages compared to a traditional AC excitation with a sinusoidal
voltage, requiring a demodulation of the received atternating currents with a subsequent low-passing to remove the carrier frequency. The low-passing makes it necessary to apply a carrier frequency that is higher than the measuring rate by an order
of magnitude, while in case of the square-wave excitation the excitation frequency
and measuring rate can be equal. This helps to increase the measuring frequency to
achieve high framing rates.
After the pre-amplification, the analogue signals are captured by the SIH circuits,
digitalised by analogueldigital converters and stored in a data acquisition computer.
This procedure is repeated for all transmitter electrodes. After activating the last
transmitter wire, a complete matrix of measured values is stored in the computer (4 X
4 =I 6 values in case of the simplified sensor in Fig. 2, 16 X 16 = 256 values in case
of 2 X 16 electrode wires), which represents the complete Wo-dimensional conductivity distribution in the sensor cross section. The local instantaneous conductivii is
measured at each crossing point of a transmitter and a receiver wire independently.
In case of the sensor shown in Fig. 1 there are 242 useful crossing points within the
cross section of the sensor, the rest is located outside the circular measuring area.
The time sequence conltrol of the measurement is carried out a device-specfic
FPGA (Freely Programmable Gate Array). For the data communication a parallel
interface to the ISA bus of the PC with a bus width of 16 bit is used. A special interface card was developed, which has to be placed into the PC. The time sequence of
the successive activation of the transmitter wires and the data transfer is controlled
from the side of the PC. The interface card is linked with the signal acquisition unit of
the wire-mesh sensor over an approximately 3 m long cable. The time sequence of
the successive activation of the transmitter wires is controlled from the side of the
PC. Before the measurernent is started, a set of control words is transferred to the
signal acquisition unit and stored in the FPGA. In these control words, the ampl-Wing
Stages of the pre- and post-amplifier cascades are set, the number of electrodes in
the wire mesh sensor and the excitation pulse width must be specified.
The length of the excitation pulse is programmable in the range from 3 to
19 PS. When a period of
less than 0.06 ms is set,
the total measuring cycle
in case of 16 transmitter
electrodes takes less
than 1 ms. In the resutt,
the
time
resolution
achieved by the signal
processing unit of the
first generation is 1200
frarnes per second. This
limit is also given by the
capacity of the parallel
interface used to transfer
the data to the data acquisition PC.

excitation
generation

Fig. 4 Structural scheme of the signaf acquisition unit
for 1200 frarnes prtr second

An important feature is the suppression of cross-talk. A large part of the excitation
current is flowing from the activated transmitter wire to the adjacent parallel nonactivated transrnitter wires. Cross talk may happen, if the potential of the nonactivated electrodes departs from Zero due to these parasitic currents, because the
appearing potential difference causes currents from the non-activated transmitter
electrodes to the receiver wires. This results in a loss of resolution (blurring) in the direction perpendicular to the transmitter wires. The similar may happen, if the currents arriving at the receiver wires are able to create a non-zero potential on the receivers. In this case, parasitic currents between adjacent parallel receiver wires occur and the image loses sharpness in the direction perpendicular to the receiver
wires.
The cross-talk is suff iciently suppressed by applying driver circuits and pre-amplifiers
with low output respectively input impedance to generate the excitation pulses and to
measure the currents. In order to drive the transmission electrodes with an impedance as low as possible, an individual operational amplifier is foreseen for each
electrode. The current entries at the receiver electrodes are converted in a voltage
signal by operation amplifier (OPV) with small input bias current, switched as impedance converters. By the help of the low-impedance the potential of all transmitter
and receiver wires except the currently activated one is kept on zero potential, so
that parasitic currents cannot occur.
For a sufficient cross-talk suppression the impedance of the input and output cascades must be significantly less than the impedance of the Sensor immersed into the
measuring fluid. This leads to limitations concerning the maximum conductivity of the
liquid phase. Without additional measures, the device can work at liquid conductivities up to approximately 1000 pS/cm (tap water quality), the lower limit is given by
the sensitiiity 05 the input cascades (0.1 pS/cm, distilled water). Only due to the
cross-talk suppression it is possible to obtain instantaneous gas fraction distributions
with a spatial resolution equal to the electrode pitch.

3 Second generation signal acquisition unit with 10 000 frames
per second
For an increase of the measuring rate from 1200 framesk to the desired 10 kHz it
was necessary to decrease the build-up time of the preamplifiers and to speed-up
the data transfer from the signal acquisition unit to the data acquisition PC. It tumed
out, that the high quantity of data produced at the 10 000 frames per second cannot
be transferred on-line. In the consequence, the data acquisition module was
equipped with an own memoty unit. Furthermore, it was decided to modify the signal
sampling by using both haif-periods of the bipolar excitation pulse. For this purpose,
the Sample & Hold circuits are activated at the end of both the positive and the
negative half-periods. The results of both samplings are subtracted digitaliy after the
A,D conversion. This technique allows to suppress low-frequency noise, such as 50
Hz mains disturbances.
These specifiiations led to a completeiy new conception with the following modifications in relation to the first device version. Main difference is the introduction of a
DSP (digital signai processor) for the control of the measurement. The new strudure
is shown in the block diagram (Fig. 5). The new features are:

The entire signal acquisition procedure is operated autonomously, controlled by a
DSP.
The measured data (up to 170.000 frames) are stored in a buffer memory controlled by the DSP.
The data transfer is between signal acquisition unit and data acquisition PC is
carried out via an Ethernet intetface.
The sixteen output cascades driving the transmitter electrodes and the current-tovoltage converter cascades of the preamplifiers were put into separate functional
units, which are directly plugged to the connectors of the Sensor. The cables
carry pre-amplified signals, which helps to reduce noise.
The receiver signals are sampled during the positive and the negative half-period
(see explanation above).
The signal processing after the A/D conversion, including the subtraction of the
half-periods, is fully digital, it is carried out by a programmable FPGA.

Fig 5: Structure of the second generation device with an irnaging rate
f rarnes per second

of 10 000

While the measures 1 to 3 are necessary for a fast data transfer, measure 4 reduces
the capacitive loads of the transmitter output cascades, the build-up time of the current-to-voltage cascades of the receiver amplifiers due to cable capacitance reduction and the amplitude of external disturbances. It furthermore eliminates the cable
resistance between the transmitter and receiver cascades and the sensor electrodes, which results in a better suppression of cross-talk. Together with measure 5,
a significant improvement of the properties of the system sensor excitation - sensor 1
pre-amplifier and of the signal quality, especially an increase of the signal-to-noise
ratio was achieved. By measure 6, a reduction of the signal processing efforts were
achieved.
For the preamplifiers the Same operation amplifier circuits are used, as with the version for 1200 frames per second. By the arrangement of the sixteen output cascades
for the control of the transmission electrodes and the sixteen current-to-voltage converters in separate, well screened housings directly plugged to the sensor and protected against electromagnetic disturbances, the necessary reduction in build-up
time was achieved. The logic control of these remote functional units was implemented by a bus-system, Mich allows a simultaneous control of several of these
units. In this way, the device is prepared for an operation with Sensors of up to 64 X
64 measuring points.
The positive and negative amplitude of the excitation voltage for the transmitter
electrodes is programmable, the pulse time can be Set up to 3 ps for each halfperiod. The current-to-voltageconverters dispose of an identical, binary amplification
control in eight steps of a factor of two each. This is also identical with the 1200 Hz
Version of the signal acquisition unit. The connection between the output cascades
of the transmitter electrodes and the current-to-voltage converters is realised through
cables, the length of which is less critical than in case of the 1200 Hz version of the
device, because the cables are driven by low-impedance cascades.

q Evaluation of the measured data
4.1

Local instantaneous gas fractions and visualisation

The sensor delivers a sequence of two-dimensional distributions of the local instantaneous conductivity, measured in each mesh formed by two crossing wires. Local
instantaneous gas fractions are calculated assuming a linear dependence between
gas fraction and conductivii. For this, the measured conductivity values are related
to calibration values obtained for plain liquid in the measuring plane. The result is a
three-dimensional data array Ei,j,k where k is the number of the instantaneous gas
fraction distribution in the time sequence. The indices correspond to CO-ordinatesx,y
of the local measurement in the Cross section and the current time t in the following
way:

AX and Ay are electrode pitches (Ax = Ay = 3 mm), ,f is the measuring frequency,
~t i/fm !S the time step, xo and yo define the origin of the CO-ordinatesystem. Any
value of Ei,j,k denotes, t0 wbich extend the corresponding fluid eiement is filled

with the gaseous phase. A visualisation can be carried out by assigning different
colours to the local instantaneous gas fractions and plotting them in a grid that reflects the position of each individual control volume forrned by crossing wires (Fig. 6,
right side):
0.14

If the image is produced on the computer screen and refreshed with increasing time, a digital
video sequence is
generated.

time, s
0.16

0.18

0.2C
V

0.22
A good inside into the
flow structure is given
0.24
by virtual sectional
side-views. They are
obtained by extracting
0.26
the gas fraction distribution along the pipe
0.28
diameter from the twodimensional distribution and by stacking
time series of these
radial distributions as Fig. 6 Sequences of local instantaneous gas fractions
obtained by the wire-mesh Sensor in a vertical slug
coloured bars in a verflow
tical sequence (Fig. 6,
left side). Additionally,
in case of steady flow conditions, the time axis can be transfonned into a virtual z*axis by scaling it with the average phase velocity of the gaseous phase (see, for example, Fig. 11):

The resuit is a virtual side-view of the flow structure. Characteristic structures, like
bubbles and slugs are represented vety iiiustratively.
4.2

Gas fraction proflles

A time-averaged Wo-dimensional gas fraction distribution is calculated as follows:

where kmax is the numtier of instantaneous gas fraction distributions in the maasuring
sequence. A total average (void fraction) is obtained, when we average wer tho
Cross section:

here i„ and jmax are the total
numbers of electrode wires in
both directions,
are weight
coefficients that express to
which extend the given mesh
[i,j] contributes to the total cross
section of the sensor A-nmr. In
the central region of the sensor
holds a, = h AY/A„„ , while at
the periphery the weight coefficients are less, they have to be
calculated according to which
extend the given mesh is partially covered by the circular
border of the sensor (Fig. 7).
Elements located outside the
border of the sensor obtain
weight coefficients equal Zero.
+

central mesh
aijFmr = &*Y

border
mesh

Fig. 7 Weight coefficients for averaging the
gas fraction in the measuring cross section

Radial profiles can be calculated by dividing the radius into
m intervals and introducing a
radial step width Ar = R„,
/m
and averaging Ei, over a ringshaped domain, covering the
radial interval (m-112)'Ar I r 5
(m+1/2)'Ar, See Fig. 8.
This is done using weight coefficients aiPj,„ which characterise
the common area of the mesh
with the indices [i,j] and the ring
with the number m and the
central radius m -Ar, related to
the total cross section of the
sensor Am=,
The averaging
can then be wriien as follows:

Fig. 8: Weight coeff icients for calculating radial
gas fraction profiles

The determination of the weight coefficients is based on simple geometric calculations, which does not require more detailed description.
4.3

Bubble size distrlbutions

At moderate flow velocities, the high time resolution allows to perform a bubble size
measurement, because individual bubbles are mapped in several successive
frames. Furthermore, gas fraction portions belonging to bubbles the dimensions of

which exceed the electrode pitch are found in more than one mesh of the sensor. A
detailed description of the method can be found in [6].
The bubble volume can therefore be derived by integrating over elements of the gas
fraction distribution e,j,k belonging to the given bubble. The time necessary for the
fluid element to travel through the sensor is inverse proportional to the veloc'@. The
total gas volurne flowing through one mesh of the sensor during the measuring period At equals V~,x,y,t= ~ ~ ', WG,~,~,~'AX'AY'A~.
~ , t
Here, w ~ , ~ ,is~the
, t axial component of
the instantaneous local gas phase velocity. The volume can be written as:

From the bubble volume, an equivalent bubble diameters can be calculated:

Before the volume can be calculated, it must be managed to identify, which elements [i,j,k] of the three-dimensional gas fraction distribution &i,j,k belong to the bubble. A bubble is defined as a Set of gas containing elements being in contact with
each other, and which are surrounded by the liquid phase, i.e. by other elements,
where the gas fraction equals Zero. The task to obtain bubble size distributions can
therefore be subdivided into the following steps:
ldentification of bubbles, i.e. assigning each element [i,j,k] to one of N bubbles or
to the area of the solid liquid phase, which is done by a recursive fill algorithm.
integrating the local instantaneous gas fraction over the elements belonging to
the given bubble to obtain the bubble volume according to eq. (2) and transfer to
an equivalent diameter, eq. (3),
calculation of a statistical distribution with DBLas variable by summing-up partial
gas fractions da/dD„ carried by certain classes of bubbles.
It is still not possible to measure neither the local instantaneous gas velocity W~,i,j,k
as a distribution over the cross section nor the velocity of each individual bubble. For
this reason, the velocity was approximated by the average gas phase velocity:
w,„,~ iW, =J,/% i.e. non-uniformity over the cross section and fluctuations in
time are neglected. This is a satisfying approximation for a rising turbulent Wo-phase
flow in a vertical tube, in case of forced convection.
The method was tested by comparing the wire-mesh sensor data with high-speed
video observations [6]. Based on a bubble size measurement using image processing techniques, the accuracy of the bubble size measurement was studied. Although
the electrodes of the sensor cause significant bubble fragmentation, the recorded
signal still represents the undisturbed shape and size of the bubbfes.

4.4

Decomposition of gas fraction profiles according to bubble size classes

The bubble identification algorithm described in the previous chapter allows to identify, Which elements [i,j,k] of the three-dimensional gas fraction distribution &i,j,k belong to a given bubble.
Since the bubble diameter is
known after carrying out the
summation according eq. (6), it
is possible to perforrn a decomposition of the distribution q,j,k, a
procedure Wich is illustrated in
Fig. 9 (see also [7]). Here, a
bubble diameter of 5.5 mm was
chosen as threshold. If the resultina ~artialdistributions are
avera&d applying eq. (4), partial radial gas fraction profiles
can be obtained, which consider
oniy bubbles from a given range
of diameters.
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The left column represents a
virtual sectional side view of the
sequence of gas fraction distributions measured bv the sensor. On the right side-the bubble
size distribution is plotted. The Fig. 9 Decomposition of sequences of instancotumn below the virtual sectaneous gas fraction distributions according to bubble size classes
tional view of the primary data is
the result of colouring the bub(F~owconditions: Jwater= 0.4 m/s, JAir=
bles according to their diameter:
0.06 m/s, UD G 60)
if the diameter is less than 5.5
mm, they were painted green, in the opposite case red. Mow, the initial sequence
can be divided in sequences of gas fraction distributions considering only bubbles
with DBLC 5.5 mm (column with oniy green bubbles) and DBL> 5.5 mm (column with
onty red bubbles).These decomposed data Sets are taken to calculate time averaged
gas fraction distributions using eq. (4). Results of this kind are shown in section 5.

5 Bubble flow in a vertical tube
5.1

Experimental mock-up

The sensor was used to study the evolution of the bubbie size distribution in a verticai tube of 51-2rnm diameter. A sketch of the test section is shown in Fig. 10. Experiments were earried out with an air-water fiow at room temperature.
The superficial velocities were varied in the range of 0 < JAirC 4 m/s and 0 C JWmr<
12 m/s. The distance between sensor and air injection was varied from 0.03 m to 3-5
m. This corresponds to related inlet lengths of 0.6 5 UD < 70.

Three different types of air injecting devices were used: (A) an array of 19 capillaries of 0.8 mm inner diameter, the
ends of which were bent into the flow direction and equally distributed over the
cross section, (B) 36 orifices in the tube
side wall with 1 mm inner diameter and
(C) 8 orifices in the side wall of 4 mm diameter.
5.2

Evolution of the flow Pattern In
case of a bubble-slug trans'ition

An example of the results obtained with
the large (4 mm) orifices is presented in
Fig. 11. The superficial velocities of water
and air corresponded to the region of
slug flow. Virtual sectional views of the
flow were constructed by extracting sequences of instantaneous gas f raction
distributions over the diiameter from the
measuring cross section. These distributions were plotted in a stack of horizontal
bars, beginning from the top of the image
and moving downwards with incireasing
time. Using the known fluid velocity, the
vertical axis was transformed from a time
axis into a virtual height axis (z*). In the
constructed image, the relation between
width and height of the resulting column
is kept equal to the relation between real
tube diameter and scale of the z* axis.
It is ciearly visible that the
transient process of slug formation continues over the entire length of the test section.
Oniy at H=3033 mm (UD E 60)
the expected slug flow has
fuliy established. At the air injecting orifices, large bubbles
are formed, which are still
found close to the wall an a
distance of H=30 mm above
the injection, With growing
distance, both coalescence
and fragmentation sccur and
the bubbles start to move towards the Center of the tube.
in the end, a s h g ftow is established.

Fig. 10: Vertiial test section with air
injection and wire-mesh sensor
(injection device A)

-

Distance air Infectfon sensar (H [mm])

Fig. II:
Evoiution of the fSow pattem along a verttcal Wb@,(JWt,,=1 mls, Jalr=0,5mls, H
distance air injection sensor)

-

-

This is very well reflected
by the bubble size distributions determined by the
described method (Fig.
12). At the distance of 30
mm, an almost monomodal bubble size distribution with a peak at a
bubble diameter of approximately 18 mm is
found. With growing distance, both coalescence
and fragmentation is observed. At H = 540 mm
I
I
H=30 mrn
there is a bimodal bubble
!
!
20
4n
60
80
size distribution for the first
time. The further growth of
the slug bubbles leads to
effective bubble diameters Fig. 12:Evolution of the bubble size distribution for
the experiment in Fig. 5
of over 50 mm. i.e. the
bubbles take the. shape of long plug bubbles at H = 3033 mm. At the Same time,
fragmentation is also continuing, leading to a growth of the quantity of small bubbles.
It should be mentioned that the wire-mesh Sensor is a very effective instrument to
obtain the kind of information presented in Figs. 5 and 6.The measuring period to
get one bubble size distribution with the shown quality is only 10 s. The application
of needle probes, for example, would cause much more efforts, because longer integration periods and traversing of the probe would be necessary.
5.3

Result of the decomposition of gas fraction profiles according to bubble
size classes

The decomposition of radial
gas f raction profiles described
in section 4.4 was applied to
data obtained in an experiment with an air injection
through the equally distributed
capillaries (injection device A)
and a variation of the inlet
length from UD s 0.6 (H = 30
mm) to UD
60 (H = 3133
mm). At the combination of
superficial velocities of Jwater =
0.4 m/s and J4r = 0.06 m/s,
the measured bubble size distribution at H = 30 mm indiparöal gas fraction
bubbiesiEe
. .
cates, that all primary bubbles
proiäes
distributions
have an equivalent diameter
smaller than 0.55 mm (Fig. t 3, Fig. 13 Evolution of partial gas fraction profiles and
right side).
bubble size distributions along the pipe

With increasing distance between air injection and Sensor, the progressing bubble
coalescence leads to the generation of bubbles greater than 5.5 mm.
When we look at the decomposed radial gas fraction profiles, the tendency of the
small bubble fraction to move towards the wall is clearly visible. At H = 30 mm, the
profile is still strongly determined by the gas fraction maxima found at the places
where the capillaries are located. With growing distance, the gas fraction represented by the small bubble fraction shifts towards the wall. The increase of gas fraction near the wall leads to an intensification of coalescence, which leads to a generation of bubbles with Dei > 5.5 mm in this region. These bubbles experience an inverse lift force, pushing them towards the center of the pipe. At H = 3133 mm the
equilibrium is nearly established. Here, we observe a pronouneed wall peaking of the
total gas fraction profile, caused by the peak of the partial gas fraction of the small
bubble class. The large bubbles (D>5.5 mm) tend to form a central maximum. The
mentioned processes are illustrated in Fig. 14.
A similar experiment at identical
superficial velocities was carried
out with the injection of air
through the injecting device C (8
orifices of 4 mm diameter in the
side wall). In this case, the primary bubbles are larger than 5.5
mm. Close above the injection
they are found at the periphery of
the pipe (Fig. 15), since they
have been generated at the wall.
With growing distance, a generation of both bubbles smaller than
5.5 mm and larger that 12.5 mm
is observed.

prr in!ri

Parameter:

total

Since bubbles with a diameter
iess than 5.5 mm are not generated at the gas injection orifices,
they must be the result of frag- Fig. 14 Effect of coalescence and Iift force to
the evolution of gas fraction profiles
mentation events. In the Same
time bubble coalescence leads to
the appearance of bubbles larger than 12.5 mm. The bubbles of both classes of
large bubbles (5.5 mm IDBII 12.5 mm and 12.5 mm I Dei) are quickiy shifted to the
center of the pipe. At the end of the test section, the class of small bubbles does not
show the expected wall peaking just because the fragmentation process is generating a large number of small bubbles in the center of the pipe, where the gas fractions
are high. The more equal distribution of the small bubbles in comparison to the large
bubble fractions is a hint to the tendency of the srnall bubble to move towards the
wall.
A bimodal bubble size distribution characteristic for the transition from bubbie to slug
flow is established at the end of the test section. The inverse lift force transports the
large bubbles to the centre of the pipe. The effect of coalescence, fragmentation and
lift force is marked in Fig. 16.

It is worth a remark that the flow
structure in the Wo examples
shown in Figs. 13 - 16 is not
identical at the end of the test
section, despite of the identical
superficial velocities of gas and
liquid. Obviously, an inlet length
of UD 60 is still not sufficient
to establish an equilibrium between bubble fragmentation
and coalescence as well as with
regard to the lateral movement
of the bubbles. The flow pattem
is still influenced by the kind of
gas injection. We found that at
higher supetficial gas velocities
the inlet length necessary to
establish an equilibrium flow
structure decreases [7].

Parameter:
Jw* =O.4 mls
JAir = 0.M mls
O m C R a Li ths
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Fig. 15 Evolution of partial gas fraction profiles
and bubble size distributions along the
pipe, injection device C

Parameter:

5.4

Flow pattern visualisation at high water and
gas velocities

JWater= 0 4 inls
JAir
0.08 mls

=

orMces in the
wali: 8 4.0 mm

Up to now, the presented results in this paper were
achieved by using the first generation of signal acquisition unit
with a measuring rate of 1200
frames per second. The new
capability of measuring 10 000
total
I
gas fraction distributions per
second was recently used to
visualise the transition from
bubble to annular flow at a liquid velocity of 4 m/s. Fig. 17 il- Fig. 16 Illustration of the main effects determinlustrates the gained increase in
ing the evolution of gas fraction profiles
resolution. ~ o this
r purpose, a
measurement taken at 10 000 frames per second was treated in a way that a resolution was reduced to that of the first generation of signal acquisition device. This
was done by averaging 8 successive frames at the high resolution to obtain one of
the low resolution. The corresponding virtual sectional view is shown on the left side
of Fig. 17. In the middle, the Same resolution is shown, but with a time axis enhanced to that of the right Part of the figure, where the signal is plotted in the maximum available resolution. This kind of signal treatment allows to get a direct visual
impression of the achieved increase in resolution.

-

To study the effect of transition
from bubble to annular flow, the
vertical test section in Fig, 10
was used. The measurements
were carried out with a distance
between air injection and sensor of H = 3033 m (UD s 60).
The results of an increase of
the superficial air velocity from 1
m/s to 10 m/s at a constant superficial water velocity of Jwater
= 4 m/s are presented in form of
virtual sectional side views in
Fig 18.
At JAir = 1 m/s the fiow regime is
still bubble flow. At J ~ i r= 2 VI/S
the generation of large bubbles
due to coalescence is clearly
visible. In the range of about 4
m/s superficial air velocity, periodic structures are observed,
which remind gas plugs found
under slug flow conditions.
IBO m e & s 10 öüü frarnesis
Compared to plugs at lower
time axis
enhancsd
water velocities (see Fig. 11, H
= 3033 m), these structures are
strongly deformed by the action Fig. 17:Virtual side views of a fast slug flow
obtained at different measuring rates,
of the turbulent velocity field.
resolution increase gained by the
When the gas flow rate is fur10 000 Hz device
ther increased to J~ir= 10 m/s,
the flow pattern becomes really
churn-turbulent. In detail, we observed, that the periodic structures dissohle, and an
gas path is formed, which oscillates around the axis of the tube. This gas channel is
interrupted from time to time by a region of higher water content. If can be stable for
periods of about 20 - 50 ms.
According to classical flow maps, all the regimes shown in the Figs. 18 belong to the
so-called "churn-turbulentn region. By the help of the high resolution of the wiremesh Sensor, we were able to identify plug-like periodic structures in the transition
region between bubble and annular flow.
The air supply of the test facility does not allow a further increase of the air flow rate.
In order to further approach the annular flow pattem, the water flow rate was decreased at a constant superficial air velocity of 10 m / ~ The
.
resuit is shown in Fig.
19.

The decrease of the superficial
water veloctty leads to a continuous extension of the gas channel
in the Center of the pipe within the
Cross section as well as in length.
At a superficial water velocrty of 1
m/s, a wispy-annular flow is observed. The wisps appear with a
frequency of approximately 3 Hz,
the sections of annular flow between the wisps is therefor approximately 3 m long ("Eulerian"
length). On the right side of Fig.
19, the structure of one of such a
wisp is shown.

6 Conclusion
The wire-mesh sensor provides
detailed information about the
structure of the two-phase flow. It
is successfully used to visualise
the air-water flow in a vertical
pipeline. From the primary measuring data it is possible to obtain
void fraction profiles as well as
bubble size distributions. Experiments were carried out to study
the evolution of the flow structure
with growing distance from the gas
injection. The bubble size distributions clearly show the effect of
coalescence and f ragmentation.
The decomposition of radial gas
fraction profiles according to bubble-size classes allows to study lift
force effects. The difference in the
behaviour of small and large bubbles in connection with the change
in sign of the lift force, Wich was
predicted by Tomiyama [5], was
observed by he new measuring
method in a realistic muiti-disperse
two-phase flow.

Fig. 18: Virtual sectional views obtained f rom
a vertical air-water flow at JWater = 4
m/s, recorded with the wire-mesh
sensor at 10 000 frames per second

The resutts have furthermore shown, that the coalescence intensity depends from
the local gas fraction. In case of the injection of bubbles small enough to be driven
towards the wall, the formation of large bubbles starts in the layer close to the pipe
wall, where the gas fraction distribution develops the well-known wall peak. The
generated large bubbles experience an inverse l i force and are travelling towards

the centre. In case of a high enough
gas fraction in the center, there can
be a source of small bubbles in the
central region, which aftenvards Start
to move in direction towards the wall.
A new generation of wire-mesh Sensor signal acquisition unit was applied to visualise the air-water flow in
the vertical pipe for the first time. The
achieved time resolution of 10 000
frames per second allows unique insights into the flow structure at higher
superficial velocities. It was found
that even in the region of socalled
churn-turbulent flow, the transition
from bubble to annular flow Covers
an intermediate state with periodic
structures, similar to gas plugs found
in the vertical slug flow. These plugs
are strongly deformed by the turbulent velocity field.

7 Nomenclature
sign
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L
t
V
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m
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denomination
bubble
diameter
meas. frequency
height
indices
superficial velocity
length
time
volume
velocity
CO-ordinates
difference
gas fraction
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Fin. 19: Transition to a wisvv-annular flow
by decreasing the sÜperficial water
velocity at a constant superficial air
velocity of JAir= 10 mls
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1 lntroduction
In the following presentation, I Want to introduce the results, which were obtained by
a comparison between values of bubble sizes of the wire-mesh sensor and values
obtained by video-observation. The task was an investigation of the accuracy of
bubble sizes measured by the wire-mesh sensor. A second task was the determination of the lower limit of bubble sizes, which is resohred by the sensor. For bubbles
with a diameter smaller than the distance between the wires of the mesh, this was an
important question.
The production of
bubbles with a definite volume respectively size is hardly
possible. Therefore a
direct
comparison
with the measurement data of sensor
is impossible. We
decided to use another method for a
comparison.
It
should be based on
another measuring
technique. We had
observed the movement of bubbles with
a high-speed video
device. The measurement of the sensor and the obsewation were started simultaneously. So, it
was
possible to
compare both results. An important
condition was the
use of a transparent
test channel.
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Fig. 1 Perspex channef with wire-mesh sensor

2 Organic glass channel
The electrodes of a wire-mesh sensor were buiR into a transparent test channel
made of organic glass (Fig. 1).This channel has a square Cross section with an inner
width of 50 mm. The sensor consists of 16 transmitter and 16 receiver electrodes
each. The pitch between the individual electrodes is 3.125mm. The gap between the
electrode planes is 1.5 mm. One end of each electrode is going through the channel
wall and connected with a plug connector outside.
The wire-mesh sensor was operated with a measuring frequency of 1000 Hz (frames
per second). All experiments were petformed under identical environmental conditions. For this purpose the test channel was mounted on the two-phase flow testloop (MTLoop) of the institute. For the experiments, water flows with liquid velocities
between 0.05 and 0.8 mls were produced in the loop. Air bubbles were generated
using diiferent injection nozzles. For the investigation it was very important to generate bubbles rising separately in the liquid flow. Three different nozzles were installed
one after the other
in an orifice below
the sensor. The
local pressurised
air net was used
for the air supply.
The flow was adjusted to a gas
velocity of 0.005
mls.

3 Test set-up
The test set-up
consisted of the
wire-mesh sensor
and a high-speed
video device. With
this set up the
transition of bubbles through the
sensor electrodes
obsenred.
was
The digital video
recorder worked
with a speed of
1000 frames per
second. This is
the same frequency like the
measuring
frequency of the sensor. The important

data aca. PC

fig. 2 View of the test channel at the two-phase flow test loop
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components are shown in Fig. 2. Apart from sensor and camera, computers for the
analysis belong to the set-up.
Wire-mesh sensor and the video device were started simultaneous. That was realised by a trigger signal, which was generated when the start button on the data acquisition computer of the wire-mesh sensor was pressed. The video device was
started by this trigger signal. All data of measurement and observation were analysed by a external computer.
Very important is the accurate alignment of the high-speed camera. In the captured
frame, just the sensor and his immediate environment should be visible. The width of
a frame should be equal to the inner width of the channel. The camera was adjusted
in a way that the orientation of the pixel lines was accurately in the horizontal direction of the measuring plane. This were important conditions for a optimum analysis.
A video sequence consists altogether of 8738 separate frames of 256 X 240 pixels.

4 Evaluation of carnera frames
The main problem was to calculate the volume size respectively the bubble size from
the two dimensional view obtained by the camera. For this we used a procedure,
which is introduced in Fig 3.
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Fig. 3 Extraction of Eulerian sectional side views from camera sequences and optical bubble recognising method

The frames of a video sequence were saved as bitmap files. Every file consists of
256 X 240 picture elements (pixels). A frame corresponds to a time range of 1 ms,
which is given by the recording speed of 1000 frames per second. Lines of pixels are
taken out of every frame of a sequence from an identical selected axial position. All
these Iines are merged to create a new bitmap file, where the lines are stacked on
top of each other, forming a new image of as many lines as individual frames are in
the time sequence. The algorithm starts with the pixel line from the first frame on top
of the new image, the successive lines are put in the order from the top to the bottom. This new file has altogether 8738 lines now. It represent a Eulerian pseudo-side
view of the flow, where the vertical axis is a time axis. This kind of operation was
performed for six different axial positions in the original camera frames: the line exactly located in the gap between the electrode grids, four lines below the measuring
plane at different distances and one Iine above the measuring plane.
The projections extracted in this way were used to determine bubble sizes. For the
comparison with the bubble size measured by the wire-mesh Sensor the first line
below (upstream) the sensors was used. In this place, the bubbles still have their
undisturbed shape. The image is processed to correct the 100 Hz oscillations of the
illuminating lamps. In the next step, a threshold was applied to binarize the bubble
shape. By the help of a recursive fill algorithm, inner pixels, which were not recognised as air due to optical reflections were assigned to the gas phase domain. In the
last step, the bubble volume was assessed assuming a rotational symmetry (Fig. 4).
The diameter was calculated by taking the cubic root of the volume. These data
about size and the position of the bubbles in the flow are stored in a table. The values in the table will be used for the comparison with the values from wire-mesh sensor.
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inder volume will be calculated by adding the results for each line occupied by the
bubble.
The visible surface in the projection does not represent the real appearance of the
bubble, because the vertical axis is a time axis. The volume is therefore related to
the bubble velocity and measured in units of m2.s, the diameter in units of (m2.s)'".
This is not a disadvantage, since the wire-mesh sensor can deliver real volumes oniy
if the bubble velocity is known. Therefore it is better to compare related volumens respectively related diameters. In this case, the additional measuring error caused by
the uncehainty of any velocity information is excluded.

Table of bubble parameters obtaind by the wire-tnesh sensor
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Fig. 5 Comparison between wire-rnesh and camera data

5 Comparison of data
The bubble sizes measurement with the wire-mesh sensor was carried out according
to the method described in [I]. The sizes and the positions of the bubbles, which
were determined by wire-mesh sensor, were saved in a similar table like the data
from video observations. Related volumes and respectively related diameters were
calculated to make it unnecessary to measure the bubble velocity. The data from the
table of camera data and the table of the wire-mesh sensor data were merged by
selecting the lines that belong to identical bubbles and putting them into a new table
in one line (Fig. 5). This table contains the opticaliy obtained related diameter and
the related diameter measured by the wire-mesh sensor of one and the Same bubble
in one line. These points can be plotted in a CO-ordinateSystem for the two mentioned values (Fig. 6). The different experimental conditions for the points shown in
Fig. 6 are summarised in Fig. 7. In this table all fifteen measurements are listed. The
experiments were carried out with the three different air nozzles and different liquid
velocities ranging from 0.05 to 0.8 mls. The presence of a code number indicated the
availabillty of the given combination of velocity and injection capillary. The code itself
was used as file name and contains the date of the measurement and a successive
number
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Fig. 6 Comparison of refated bubbie diameters
As shown in Fig. 6, the agreement between the Wo methods is satisfying. There is a
tendency to overestimirte the bubble size by the wire-mesh sensor for low diameters
and b w liquid velocities. This may be caused by the finite axial extension of the
measuring plane of the wire-mesh sensor, which is 1.5 mm high. This leads to the

effect, that each bubble is virtualiy prolonged in axial direction by a contribution of
this order of magnitude. The relative effect of this systematic error is increasing with
decreasing bubble size, so that the agreement is better for bigger bubbles.
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Fig. 7 Summary of conducted experiments at the transparent test channel
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of the location of the bubble centre can be assumed. If the bubble passes the sensor
plane in a way that the centre of the bubble is corresponding to the centre of one
mesh (Fig. 9, right side), then the maximum observed local instantaneous gas fraction during the bubble Passage is on minimum for a given bubble size, when the
centre is located at the cross point of two wires (Fig. 9, left side), then the maximum
observed local instantaneous gas fraction is on maximum.
From simple geometrical considerations it can be concluded, that the diameter of the
bubble must be greater than the double length of the diagonal of one electrode mesh
to ensure that the mesh can be covered by the bubble completely. Bubbles greater
than this diameter should always show maximum local instantaneous gas fractions
of up to 100 5%. If the bubble diameter is equal to one length of the diagonal, it can
still produce instantaneous local gas fraction values, but only if it passes through the
measuring plane exactly in a way, that the bubble centre goes through the cross
point of two wires. This is reflected by the yellow and the blue curves in the lower
part of Fig. 9, where theoretical maximum values are presented. They were calculated under the assumption that the maximum of the local instantaneous gas fraction
is approximately equal to the shading of the most affected Square control volume by
the bubble, i.e. the visible surface of the bubble and the sensitive volume by a view
from above were put in proportions. The result values were plotted in a diagram, in
which the maximum local instantaneous gas fraction is plotted against the real bubble diameter.
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Fig. 10 Measured maximal gas fractions inside of bubbles dlepending on their diameter
For all fifteen experiments listed in Fig. 7, points characterising the maximum of the
local instantaneous gas fraction observed within a bubbfe and the corresponding
measured bubble diameter were put into the diagram devefoped in Fig. 9 for alf registered bubbles. The bubble diameters were detemined likewise from the video
frames. The result is shown in Fig. 10. We can See, that smali bubbfes wjth a di-

ameter smaller than the range of electrodes, are situated between the blue and yellow limits. This means that the simple geometric assumptions leading to the yellow
and blue limits are confirmed. If we now consider the noise level of the raw signal,
which was found to be around 7 % in the given experimental set-up, then the diameter of the smallest bubble which can still be detected with a probability of 100 %
can be found at the point, where the maximum gas fraction for the yellow curve beComes less than the noise level, which is the case for bubbles less than approximately 1.5 mm. Bubbles with diameters less than this value can still be detected if
they are greater than about 1 mm, but the probability to detect them is no more 100
%. Smaller bubbles cannot be resolved at all. To increase resolution, the noise level
must be decreased, which can be managed to a certain extend by better electrical
screening.
Further we can See, that gas fractions of 100 % were not reached in the experiments. This is caused by socalled water bridges, which developed due to the fragmentation and deformation of the bubbles at the sensor wires.
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Mirror
. system for stereoscopic video observations of bubbles in the wiremesh sensor

8 Mirror optic for stereoscopic obsewations
~h~ measuring error of the optical bubble size measurement can be decreased by
obsep,ting the bubbfefrom two perpendiular directions. For this purpose, a stereoscopic visualisation system was developed (Fig. 11). lt consists of a mirror assembly
that p r ~ d u a
~ compound
e~
image consisting of an upper part showing the test channel frmane direcfion and a fower part, showing it from the other direction. In this

way, the horizontal resolution of the digital video system can be optimaliy utilised.
Preliminary tests have shown, that the mirror optic is functioning, but has still some
deficiencies. In the next time it will be redesigned and afterwards used for new experiments.

9 Conclusions
The investigations have shown that the determination of bubble sizes with the wiremesh sensor is possible. It is also possible to determine the bubble size of bubbles
with diameters smaller than the pitch of the sensor electrodes. The smallest detectable bubble diameter depends on the signal noise level. In.the experiments carried
out the lowest resoived bubble diameter was around 1.6 mm.
The error of image analysis amounts to approximateiy 19 %. Therefore, this error
has a big influence to the resuit of the comparison. The goal was set to improve the
image processing by using a stereoscopic visualisation of flow.
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Abstract
Flashing induced oscillations in a natural circulation loop are studied as function of
heating power and inlet subcooling in symmetrical and asymmetrical power
conditions. To unveil the effects of powerlvelocity asyrnmetries on the two-phase
flow stability at low power and low pressure conditions different signals at several
locations in the loop are recorded. In particular a Laser Doppler Anemometry set-up is
used to measure the velocity simultaneously in two parallel channels and a wire-mesh
Sensor is used to measure the 2D void fraction distribution in a section of the
ascendant part of the loop.
Introduction
Natural circulation is of importance for several industrial applications such as steam
generators, boilers and ehemical industrial processes. Passive cooling by means of
natural circulation has been recently considered as a challenging principle to be
applied to next generation Boiling Water Reactors (BWRs) in order to simplify these
systems and improve at the same time their inherent safety. A long adiabatic section is
built at the top of the heated section (core) to enhance the buoyancy of the loop and
achieve high flow rates. Unfortunately, the presence of a long adiabatic section (riser)
makes the system susceptible to socalled flashing-induced instabilities. Flashinginduced instabilities in a natural circulation system occur as soon as the heating power
is sufficient to bring the coolant at the exit of the heated section at a temperature q u a 1
or larger than the corresponding saturation temperature at the exit of the riser. In fact,
at low-pressure conditions the saturation temperatures corresponding to the core exit
pressure and to the riser exit pressure respectively can differ by several degrees.
Therefore, even if no boiling occurs in the core, void production can take place in the
adiabatic section due to a decrease of the local pressure along the axis of the system.

core

.

riser

Fig. 1 Flashing in the riser at low power and low pressure conditions
This process is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1: at low pressure the local saturation
temperature decreases considerably along the vertical axis of the system, from the
inlet of the heated region to the end of the adiabatic section. 'ff the power is low, the
coolant that enters the heated sectian with a given tempesature Ti,t can still be in

subcooled conditions at the exit of the heated section (core), but it can attain
saturation conditions in the adiabatic section giving rise to void production due to
flashing. The rapid void production due to flashing leads to a sudden imbalance
between the coolant density in the downcomer and cordriser sections causing an
abrupt increase of the mass flow rate. As a consequence of the increased mass flow
rate, the temperature at the outlet af the core will decrease to a value too low to allow
flashing in the riser. The buoyancy of the loop will decrease due to the suppression of
void production in the riser; consequently the fluid temperature at the core exit will
again increase leading again to flashing in the riser. This process can become selfsustained resulting in constant amplitude flow oscillations.
During flashing-induced instabilities the quality at the exit of the core is generally
negative (subcooled conditions) or very close to Zero and the instability process is
directly correlated to the oscillations of the hydrostatic pressure head in the ascendant
part of the loop.

Fig. 2 Schernatic view of the CIRCUS faciüty
To avoid or reduce the egects of flashing during the start-up of a natural circulation
BWR suitable procedures need to be defined. In order to gain more physical insight
into the phenomena involved during flashing oscillations and to enlarge the
experimental database needed to vaiidate analytical mudels and advanced

thermalhydraulic codes the CIRCUS facility has been built at the Delft University of
~ e c h n o l o ~A
~ 'schematic
.
view of the facility is represented in Fig. 2. The facility
consists of four parallel separately heated channels and four parallel non-heated
bypass channels above which a long adiabatic section (riser) is present. The steam
produced in the system is condensed in a heat exchanger. The pressure of the system
is regulated by means of a steam dome (see Fig. 2) where a two-phase mixture is kept
in equilibrium at saturation conditions. The facility is equipped with several
thermocouples, flowmeters, pressure and pressuredrop Sensors. Two laser doppler
anemometry set-ups are used to measure the local velocity in two parallel channels
simultaneously (data rate between 1000 and 5000 Hz) and a wire mesh senso?
located in the riser is used to measrure the 2D void fraction distnbution on a 16x16
grid with a frequency of about 1000 Hz.
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Fig. 3 Void fraction distribution measured by the wire mesh located in the riser
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Fig. 4 Void fraction projection on time axis
In Fig. 3 a measurement of the void fraction during a flashing-induced instability
perfonned with the wire mesh sensor located at the top of the riser is shown at
diffenmt time instants. A graphical reconstniction of the average radiag void fraction
in the section where the wire mesh is located is shown as function of time in Fig. 4.
From Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 it can be seen how rapidly the void distribution changes during
flashing. Fast alternation of liquid and steam is in fact observed, giving rise to strong

void fraction fluctuations. This is also shown in Fig. 5, where the time series of the
average void fraction in the riser section as measured by the wire-mesh is reported.
The periodic character of the Bashing instabilities is cleariy visible.

Fig. 5 Average void fraction time series in a section of the riser
The occurrence of periodic void production in the riser is originated by enthalpy
perturbations that travel from the heated section to the top of the riser. A confmation
that the feedback mechanism for this kind of instabilities is linked to "enthalpy
waves" travelling upward in the system can be found in Fig. 6, where typical time
traces of the temperature at the inlet and the exit of the riser encountered during
flashing-induced oscillations are presented. The two time series are out of phase,
indicating the wavy character of travelling enthalpy variations.
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Fig. 6

Typical time traces of inlet and outlet temperatures in the riser during
flashing-induced oscillations

The maximum vdues of the two temperature signals differ by several degrees from
each other. This differente Comes from energy conservation; in fact to produce void
in an adiabatic section the fluid temperature has to decrease.

LDA set-up
Two LDA set-ups are used to measure the velocity in two heated parallel channels
simultaneously. The reference beam technique is applied (see Fig. 7): a laser beam of
a given frequency fo is divided in two parallel beams by means of a beam-splitter. The
two bearns are focused on the location where the fluid velocity has to be measured.
One of the two beams (the so-called reference beam) is sent directly to the detector.
The detector will detect the reference beam together'with the light of the other beam
(the scatter-beam) scattered by the fluid moving in the channel. The frequency of the
scattered light depends on the fluid velocity according to the Doppler principle. The
output of the detector will oscillate with a frequency Ifo - fsl, where fs is the frequency
of the Doppler shifted scattered light given by:

where V is the scattering particle velocity forming an angle a with the channel axis, 8
is the angle formed between the reference and the scattered beam, as illustrated in Fig.
7, and ho is the wave length of the laser used.
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Fig. 7 Schematic representationof the reference beam set-up impiemented
In principle, light scattered along the entire path of the scatter-bearn will be Seen by
the detector. However, in practice only scattered light coming from the intersectim of
the two beams will give rise to a detectable frequency containing the Doppler shift,
As the detector only detects the absolute values of the Doppler shift, no negative
velocities can be measured in this way. The measurement of negative velocities is
made possible by pre-shifting one of the two beams. This is done by sending each of
the two beams through a Bragg cell. The two cells modulate the b e m s at two chosen
frequencies, whose difference is called the shift frequency fshifi.In this case the
frequency experienced by the detector can be expressed as:

With an appropriate choice of the shift frequency negative velocities can be r n e a ~ u d .
In the specific case of the CIRCUS facility a green crystai light Iwcr is used
(wavelength of about 530 nm) and a shift frequency of WkHz has been chosen.
A clear advantage of the LDA technique in comparison with other fast velwity
measurement devices (such as, for example, orifice fiowmeters) iays in the fact that
LDA is not intnisive. The use of forward mode gives an optimal intensity for tht:

.

scattered light to be detected, so that no seeds are needed for the detection of the
scattered light. This is of particular importance in the study of flashing-induced
instabilities since seeds can act as nucleation sites, triggering void production.

Experimental results
Two sets of experiments have been carried out to study the characteristics of natural
cirdation at low pressure and low power conditions. In both series of measurements
the total power has been varied from 5.6 kW to 9.8 kW and the inlet temperature has
been ranged from about 98 to 102 OC. In the first set of measurement a syrnmetric
power distribution has been adopted in the four channels, while in the second series of
measurements an asymmetric power distribution has been applied. In particular, in the
second set of measurements two channels have been kept at constant power equal to
2.8 kW while the power in the other two channels has been varied from 0 to 2.1 kW.
Details on the power distributions set during the measurements are reported in Table
1, where Pi indicates the power in the i-th heated channel.

Total power
Series I
5.6kW
Pl=P2=P3=P4=1.4kW

Series 11
P2=P4=OkW; Pl=P3=2.8kW

Table 1 Power distribution used during the two set of nteasurements
From Fig. 8 it can be seen that the oscillation period decreases with increasing power
or inlet subcooling for symmetric as well asymmetric power distribution. This is
consistent with the increase of average flow rate, reported in Fig. 9 since, as
mentioned previously, the period of the oscillation is directly related to the travelling
of enthalpy perturbations along the loop.

Fig. 8

Period of oscillation as function of power and inlet temperaaire for
syllll~letric(left) and asynunetric (right) power distribution

Fig. 9

Average inlet flow as function of power and Met temperaaire for
symmetric (left) and asymmetric (right) power distribution

In Fig. 10 the oscillation periods recorded during all the experiments performed in the
two series of measurements are reported as function of 216 defined as:

where V„ and V,+„ are the volumes of the core and riser section respectively and
<G> is the average total flow rate in a period of the oscillation. 210 is the time needed
for the single-phase flow to travel from the inlet of the core to the outlet of the riser
with a flow equal to the total average flow rate <G>. It can be seen that, despite the
difference in power and in inlet temperatures, most of the cases lay on the sarne line
indicating a relation between period of oscillation and average flow rate. Similar
results were already found by Aritomi and ~ h i a n ~ ~
both
' ~ 'in case of natural and
forced circulation, although experiments were limited to symmetric power
distributions in natural circulation cinditions.

Fig. 10 Relation between oscillation period and average fiow rate
Exception to the &end is fsund at lower flow rates (high zlo) for asymmetric power
distributions and all over the experimented range of flow rates for the case of the
asymmetnc power distribution at 5.6 kW, where the power of Wo channels is set to
Zero. The reason for this behaviour is not cleax yet. However, in view of the different

flow velocities in asymmetric conditions, it is not surprising that the relation between
average flow rate and oscillation period is not linear any longer. As an example, in
Fig. 11 the flow velocities measured in two heated channels in case of an asymmetric
power distribution are shown. Channel 1 (as well as channel 3) is heated at a power
level of 2.8 kW, while channels 2 and 4 are unheated in the case presented. It can be
seen that for a long part of the oscillation period the velocity in the unheated channels
is much lower th& the velocity in the heated channels.
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Fig. 11 Lda velocity measurernents in two parallel channels for asymrnetric
power distribution

Conclusions
Different measurements techniques are used simultaneously to study in detail the
dynamics of natural circulation cooled Systems during flashing-induced instabilities at
low pressure and low power conditions. Measurements of the 2D void fraction
distribution by means of a wire mesh sensor located at the top of the nser section
unveils the complex and fast dynamics of void production due to flashing during
natural circulation instabilities. Two sets of experiments carried out at different
powers and subcoolings point out a clear dependence of the oscillation period of the
instabilities on the average flow rate circulating in the loop. Exceptions are found for
some of the asyrnmetric cases studied.
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1 lntroduction

Siemens Nuclear Power (SNP) develops a new boiling water reactor called SWR
1000. It's safety concept will consist of passive safety equipment combined with
active Systems, and through this diverstty, meets the goal of reducing the probabiltty
of core damage compared to existing plants. Furthermore, the design is aimed at
being able to control a postulated core melt accident to such an extent that the
consequences of an accident remain restricted to the plant. The core melt is retained
in the Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) at low pressure owing to cooling of the RPV
exterior. For this purpose a passive flooding System is installed which feeds into the
lower area of the drywell from the core flooding pool by gravity. The water will
penetrate through apertures in the RPV-insulation in the gap between the insulation
and the RPV- wall as it is schematically shown in Fig. 1.
Containment
cooling
condenser

Stearn ourlet

Core melt
(meta1fraction)
Core rnelt
(oxyd fraction)

Fig. 1:Scheme of the exterior vessel cooling concept

SNP performs - in CO-operationwith the Technical Research Centre of Finland (VTT)
tests to quantify the safety margins of the exterior cooling concept of the SWR
1000. A Siemens intemal investigation proves that the heat fluxes through the wall
will be distributed in such a way that the minimal heat flux will be at the bottom of the
RPV. The maximum will be in the spherical part of the RPV with an inclination of
almost 50". The in the literature / I / to J131 mentioned critical heat fluxes for
comparable configurations are in the range of 300 to 500 kW/m2 at the bottom and
1000 to 1500 kW/m2 at the side and are almost five times higher than the calculated
heat fluxes through the RPV wall. The camparison of literature values and heat
fluxes through the RPV indicates high safety margins. Anyhow, the influence of the
control rod drive (CRD) housing is unknown. It is the aim of the investigation to
demonstrate the functioning of the exterior cooling concept and to quantify the safety
margins.

-

The heat transfer conditions will be very complex. The local heat transfer as well as
the global flow behavior may influence the critical heat fluxes (CHF). For that reason
it is planned to measure critical heat fluxes in a section model with a 1:l scaling. The
flow and heat transfer conditions will be decoupled in order to prove that the section
is representative. The procedure contains three different kinds of tests which are
mentioned in Fig. 2 and which are described in the following:
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a h i b i e viaterl stm test ~ O D
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Fig. 2: Decoupling of flow conditions and heat transfer
Investigation on the flow conditions in a global model
The aim of the tests with a waterlair operated global model is to describe the flow
behavior in the gap between the insulation and the RPV and to have a data base to
vafidate or to adapt programs.
Investigation on the flow conditions in a segrnent model
The aim of the tests is to prove that the flow in segment is similar to flow in the global
modef.
Measttrement of Safety Margins
f he aim of the tests is to measure the CHF up to three times of the heat fluxes which
wotild wcur in the event of a hypotheticai core meR accident. A segment model will
be installed in the BENSON test rig in order to suppty it with water of pressure

between 4 and 1,3 bar and a subcooling of 0 to 10 K. The segment model will be
heated and the CHF will be identified based on temperature measurements of the
wall.
The tests to investigate the flow conditions in the global model are finished. A LaserDoppler-Anemometer has been used to measure the liquid velocities. The void
fraction was deterrnined using a fiber optical needle probe and impedance probes.
Mass balances performed based on the measurements prove the plausibilrty of the
applied methods.
2 Setup of the global model
It is the aim of the tests with the global flow model to investigate the flow behavior in
the case of the exterior cooling by performing waterlair experiments. Fig. 3 shows the
model which size is 1:10. The main components are the simulated RPV and the
insulation, which is made of a transparent material. The intemal pumps and control
rod drive housings are simulated by transparent bars. The bottom of the simulated
RPV is made of a porous structure. In order to simulate boiling on the outer surface
of the RPV air was pressed through this material. The setup of the RPV consists
eight rotational symmetric chambers in order to simulate the in chapter 1 mentioned
heat flux distribution. Each of the chambers has an own air suppiy and the air mass
flow can be adjusted individualiy.

Setup of the insulatlon:
Transparent material
includlng CRD and
pumping houses

* Fiber opäc probe for
rnmurfng the VOM
Setup of the RPV:
Air injection through a
porous structure at
the bottm
EigM charnbers with
adjustable air supply

Fig. 3: Global model

3 Phenomenology

Based on visual observation the following impression of the flow behavior was
received: The main characteristica are the circulation and the counter-current flow at
the bottom of the RPV as it is schematically shown in Fig. 4. One can See that the
waterlair mixture flows around the calotte of the RPV. Opposite to the direction of the
mixture flow one can See a single-phase water flow along the insulation. This proves
that water will flow in the direction of the source (heat or in the case of the tests
injection). By observing small sized bubbles one has the impression as if water
penetrates during the counter-current flow into the waterlair mixture. A view from a
position below the model in the direction of the RPV gave the impression as if the
flow is rotational symmetric and as if there are no preference directions of the
waterlair flow. The performed measurements underline the visual observation based
description of the global flow behavior.

Water will be transported
with the air, will be
separated at the swell level
and flows downwards
again.
The flow in the upper Part is
highly turbulent
Water flows along the
bottom
Part and together with the
air along the RPV out of this
part.

,insulation in the

A certain amount of water
penetrates from the singlephase flow in the two-phase
f low
The flow is almost rotational
symmetncal

Fig. 4: Phenomensfogy
4 Measurement techniques
The following three different measurement techniques have been used to investigate
the flow around the RPV:

*
*

-

Fiber optkal rreedie probe to measure the local void fraction at some positions
lmpedance probes to measure an averaged void fraction

-

Laser-Doppler-Anemometer- to measure local velocities.

4.1 Fiber optical needle probe measurements
Fig. 5 shows the fiber optical needle probe which has been delivered by the
Technical University of Damstadt 1141. It is designed in such a way that the probe
can be moved in the direction of the axis of the surrounding tube, that has an outer
diameter of the simulated CRD-housings. It has been installed instead of one of the
transparent bares as they are shown in Fig. 3. The needle itself consists of Wo glass
wires which are glued together at one side. This end is conical. Light will be
submitted in the other end of one of the wires. The light will be reflected or emitted
depending on the phase (water respectively air) at the conical end. At the end of the
other wire there is an detector which transforms the optical signal into an electrical
one. Fig. 6 shows typical signals as they have been detected during a pre-test in
which air has been pressed through a downwards facing horizontal plate. A level
defines the period of time in which gas appears at the end of the probe t , . By
dividing this time period by the total observation time t one gets the time averaged
local void fraction E, which is plotted as a function of the height in Fig. 6 and is
defined according Eq. (1):

-

Fig. 5: Fiber optical needle probe
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Fig. 6: Local void fraction determination
The fiber optical needle probe has been mounted at two different positions in the
global model. The needle itself points into the main flow direction with the effect that
the wires will have a minor influence on the measurement of the void fraction. In
contrast to pre-tests with an inclination of 0" the void fraction distribution is flatter and
almost linear as Fig. 7 shows.
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4.2 lmpedance probes measurements

One quarter of the simulated CRD-drive houses has been replaced by electrodes of
the Same shape as the transparent bars. The electrical capacity has been measured
for all pairs of neighboring electrodes - for single-phase water C,, single-phase gas
C, and for the Wo-phase flow mixture C. The volume averaged void fraction E is:

if one assumes that the void fraction distribution as a function of the height is equal
in the whole area between the neighboring electrodes. The void fraction according
Eq. (2) is an average over the M o l e gap between insulation and RPV. In this region
a counter-current flow occurs with single-phase water flow along the insulation and
Wo-phase flow along the RPV. To get an impressive description of the such a void
fraction it is attractive to transform it into a geometrical value like the gas height h, ,
which is described by the height of the whole gap h according Eq. (3):

The gas height is supposed to be sirnilar to the integration of the local void fraction
over the height according to Eq. (4):
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FIg. 8: Average gas height measured with fiber optical needle probe
and impedance probes
Fig. 8 shows gas heights measured with impedance probes and tha fjber opticaf
needle probe as a function of different injected gas mass flows. fhe measuremrtnta

with the impedance probes deliver a little bit higher gas heights as the
measurements with the fiber optical needle probe. This can be explained by the local
flow conditions around the control rod driie housings. The needle probe has to be
installed in the main flow direction, as explained in chapter 4.1. The pair of
impedance probes, which delivers a gas height comparable to the needle probe, has
to be in the line of the main flow direction. The visual observation proves, that the
gas is pilled up in front of the control rod drive housings, whereas the gas level
seems to be a little lower behind the control rod drive housings. These local flow
conditions will have two effects. First, the gas height delivered by the impedance
probes is a bit to high. Second, the gas height estimated by the fiber optical needle
probe is a bit lower than the average gas height between the electrodes. This
interpretation, together with the fact that the absolute differences between the gas
height curves of Fig. 8 are small, prove the functioning of both void fraction
measurement methods. In addition one can assume a higher accuracy for the gas
height measurement with the impedance probes for pairs of electrodes which are
orientated normal to the main flow direction.
All impedance probes together deliver a gas height distribution in a 90"sector of the
model, as it is shown in Fig. 9. The colours of the Squares in Fig. 9 represent the gas
height between two neighboring control rod drive housings marked by circuits. The
gas heights are almost rotational symmetrical distributed, which underlines the visual
observation according chapter 2.1.
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Adequate Gas Height betwesn CRD-Housing No. 137 and 132 (6 - 7 mm)

\

Adequate Gas Height betwm CRD-Housing No. 128 and 129 (5- 6mm)

Fig. 9: Gas height distnbutian

4.3 Laser-Doppler Anemometer measurements

,

Nowadays Laser-Doppler Anemometers (LDA) are commercial available. Their main
application is the measurement of single-phase flow velocities. The theoretical
background of this technique is described in publications like 1151. The LDA, which
has been used during the described tests, is a product of Dantec Measurement
Technology (see background figures under www.dantecmt.com). In the following the
way how a LDA works is described - so far it is necessary for the handling of the
complete system and the interpretation of the results.
The functioning of a LDA is based on the Doppler principle - as the name indicates.
Two laser beams (monochromatical and unipolar light) with a defined shift frequency
will be focused via an optical system. The beams form an ellipsoidal volume when
they are crossing each others. The reflection of a tracer particle crossing this volume
will be detected by a photo multiplier. The frequency of the reflected light is
proportional to the velocity of the tracer particle, which will be calculated by a
computer.
The LDA-system delivers values for the velocit)c of tracer particles. The definition of
the test procedure, the interpretation and the plausibility tests depend on each
individual application. In the following patt some of the activiiies are mentioned to get
reliable values for the velocity around the RPV.

Fig. 10:

Positions of the LDA measurements

4.3.1 Test procedure

The flow around the RPV is highly turbulent. For that reason it was necessary to
measure some hundreds of velocities at one position to get the real average value.
The optical system of the LDA has been moved from a position below the model in
the upwards direction. Based on these measurements it was possible to get a
velocity profile as a function of the height. The position of each measurement profile
is shown in Fig. 10. It is always in the middle between two neighboring control rod
drive housings. The measured velocities are normal to a line between the
neighboring control rod drive housings and are almost similar to the average values
on this line - this has been tested by measuring the velocities along this line at
different heights.
The refraction of the laser beams influences not only the position of the measuring
volume but also the length of this volume increased by 50%. This has been taken
into account when the optical system was positioned. The increased length of the
volume must be considered during the interpretation of the measured velocities.

-

4.3.2 Interpretation of the velocities

Fig. 11 shows velocity profiles as a function of the height. Typical for these profiles
are areas with negative velocities, which indicate a flow along the insulation to the
vertex, and positive ones, which indicate a flow along the RPV out of the lower part
of the gap between insulation and RPV. The absolute values of the average
velocities in the negative area are lower than the ones in the positive area. This is
plausible. The negative velocities occur in an area with only single-phase flow water,
whereas a Wo-phase flow mixture occurs in the area with positiie velocities. The air
will accelerate the water and is herewith responsible for the higher velocities in the
area with positive velocity. The measured velocities are water velocities, as
plausibility tests proved (see chapter 4.3.3).

Dimensionless Distance

1-I

EIg, 1I:VeIocity distribution as the function of the height

-0.15

The flatness of the profile is unusual, especialiy close to the boundaries. The relative
long measuring volume is responsible for this effect. Each velocity delivered by the
LDA-system is related to the center position of the measuring volume. In reality this
value is the one of the average velocity within the length of the measuring volume.
According 1161the probability p(x), that the reflection of the light at a particle occurs
at the position X with a distance of X -X, from the center position of the measuring
volume X, is proportionalto the intensity of the laser I(x)and the velocity v(x) :

The intensity of the light is according I161 proportional to a Normal distribution, which
is related to the length of the measuring volume h :

From Eq. (5) and (6) follows Eq.(7) for the rneasuring volume averaged velocity
delivered by the LDA-system:

+Approximation curve between CRD Housing No. 128 and No. 129
I

Fig. 12: Local velocities

Fig. 12 shows the local velocity and the averaged velocity profile as it is delivered by
the LDA-System and which has been approximated by a polynominyl. One difference
is the length of the profiles, which in the case of the local velocities is equivalent to
distance between RPV and insulation and d i c h in the case of the averaged
velocities is longer. The difference in the length of the profiles is the length of the
measuring volume. Another difference is the velocity gradient at the boundaries,
which is higher in the case of the local velocities. This is plausible.
4.3.3 Plausibillty check

Each of the measurement techniques itsetf is not new, but their combined application

- especialty the measurement of the water velocrty in the two-phase flow area. For
that reason it is essential to petform mass balances as a form of a plausibility check.
The visual observation, the gas height distributions and all velocity measurements
together indicate that the flow is almost rotational syrnmetrical. For that reason it is
possible to perform the mass balances based on the velocities between two control
rod drive housings with the distance b. This means that the water mass balance
across the area with negative velocities has to be the Same as the water mass
balance across the area with the positive values, according to Eq. (8) which
represents a numerical integration:

Nunbrr of psitionr
in the urea with
positive velocities-1

i=l

The void fraction in the area with negative velocities is zero, whereas the distribution
of the void fraction in the area with positive velocities is almost linear as a function of
the height ( Fig. 7 indicates the plausibility of the linear approach). The form of the
linear profile can be described by the following two assumptions. First, the void
fraction is Zero at the defection point of the velocity profile. Second, the integration
over the height according to Eq. (4) is the gas height measured with the impedance
probes at this position. Based on these assumptions it is possible to check the water
mass balance based on Eq. (8).
The gas mass balance has to be perfomed indirectty. This means, it can be checked
whether the effect of the injected gas mass flow, which has been measured, is
plausible. An approach is to assume that the area between two control rod drive
housings might be described as two channels - one for the area with positive and
one fot the area with negative velocities. The void fraction in the upper channel is the
ratio of the gas height to the velocity deflection point h, :

It is possible to predict the void fraction in such inclined channels according the
Chexal-Lellouche I1 71 correlation. This correlation requires as a kind of input values
the properties, the inclination, the hydraulic diameter (which is in this case
d , = 2 b h2 l(b+ h, ) ) and the superficial velocities of gas and liquid. Fig. 13 shows the
void fractions calculated with the Chexal-Lellouche correlation. The superficial
velocity of the water is the ratio of the inlet water mass flow of Eq. (8) and the cross
section. The gas superficial velocrty has been varied. The gas mass flow in Fig. 13 is
the superficial velocity multiplied by the cross section of the balance area. The red
lines in Fig. 13 indicate the values of gas mass flows affecting void fractions Mich
are equivalent to the measured (defined according Eq. (9)).
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Fig. 13: Gas mass flow balance
Fig. 14 contains the results of mass balances performed at two positions. The
accuracy is in the range of 20%, which is a good agreement for two-phase fiow
conditions. The main conclusion is, that the interpretation of the measurements is
plausible.
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Fig. 14: Results of the mass balances
4 Conclusions and outlook

It is the aim of the tests to investigate the flow conditions around the RPV for the
case of a hypothetical accident with core meiting. Three different measurement
techniques have been used for this purpose. The test in the global model have been
compared with measurements in section models and the similarity of the flow
conditions could be demonstrated. Based on this comparison it was possible to find
the size of a section with almost similar flow conditions as they occur in the case of
the flow around the whole RPV.

Valve

Fig. 15: Measurrrment of safety margins with the BENSON test rig

In addition, the measurements are the data base to adjust computer codes. VTT will
use these codes to confirm the selected size of the heatable section. Such a section
(1:1 scale) will be integrated into the BENSON test rig (see Fig. 15) M i c h is a
flexible separate effect test faciltty and which can be operated in the range of
pressures from 1 to 330 bar, of fluid temperatures from 20 to 600°C, of mass flows
up to 28 kgls and of electriial heat capacities up to 2 MW. The heat flux will be
increased until a boiling crisis occurs or a safety margin of 3 is reached.
To use a LDA to measure the velocity of the liquid phase in a waterlair mixture is a
new application for this technique. Therefore it was essential to prove the plausibility
of these measurements. Water and air mass flow balances prove that the
measurements are reliable.
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Experiments with depressurisation

For a continuous monitoring, control, and diagnosis of high transient technical processes in
safety-related systems in Nuclear Technology it is necessary to provide the knowledge about
the actual state of process in form of measurable and non-measurabk state variables.
Especially the monitoring of water level within pressure vessels with water-steam mixture
(pressuriser, steam generator, reactor pressure vessel) during accidental depressurisations is
very important. A lot of hydrostatic measuring systems are installed at the technical facility
for this task. Our subject of investigation is the monitoring of the mixture level within the
pressure vessel, which Comes into existente in case of evaporation processes (Fig. 1). The
paper deals with the simulation ( ATHLET-Code [4] ) of mixture level transients and
evaporation processes in pressure vessels during the depressurisation, For the verification of
the simulation results needle-shaped probes were applied.

- comparison vessei

- upper fitting
- lower fitting
- comparison
charnber

- differential pressure
transmitter
ALC algonthm of levelcaiculation

-

Fig. 1: Pressure vessel with water steam mixture arid hydrostatic measuring system,
cl, measurable collapsed level between the fittings of wide rangt: systern,
ml non-measurable mixture level within pressum vessef

The additional information about the mixture level is important for e. g. :
3

prevention of turbine damage by water entrainment and
prevention of uncovering of heating systems.

The problem is the fact that the mixture level is a high transient non-measurable value
concerning usual hydrostatic water level measuring systems.
Our methodology for the verification of the mixture level transient is the following conception
161:
3

Blow Down experiments with application of measuring systems for transient two-phase
mixtures (needle-shaped probes - NSP),

+

sirnulation of thermal hydraulic processes in pressure vessels with water steam mixture
using thermal hydraulic ATHLET-Code,
comparison between experiment and simulation.

For simulation, test and verification of mixture level by needle-shaped probes a lot of Blow
Down experiments at the test facility DHVA at the IPM with different boundary conditions
were carried out.
The procedure of the experiments will be exemplified:

+
+

achieving a steady state (p = 7.0 MPa)
opening of leak (starting point of Blow Down)
feed in of water from the preheater @ = 1.5 MPa ;6 = 200°C)

=,

closing of leak (end of Blow Down)
new steady state (P = 0.2 ... 0.3 MPa).

In Table 1 characteristic values of experiment parameters are listed for an example of one
Blow Down experiment (BD15SGO). This corresponds to real procedures of disturbances in
boiIing water reactors (BWR).

I

Parameter

Action

Initial collapsed level

Opening of leak (starting
point Blow Down)

100 s

Begin of feed in

157 s

1.D m

End of feed in

245 s

0.19 MPa

Closing of leak

426 s

Time of investigation

500 s

Initial pressure
Final collapsed level
Final pressure
Maximum rising up
of mixture level

TabIe 1:

6.8 MPa

2.91 m

Time

I

Characteristic values of boundary conditions of Blow Down experiment
BDISSGO

Fig. 2 shows the associated time response of pressure within vessel and preheater during the
depressurisation as well as the post-calculated by ATHLET-Code in comparison.

Tma (r)

Fig. 2: Time response of pressure within vessel (PV) and preheater (PH) during experiment
(EXP) and post-calculated by ATHLET-code (ATH)
The post-calculation reaches a good ageement to the experimental data in high pressure
values and a sufficient in the low pressure values.
The mixture level transient is identified by following effects in the vessel:

+

rapid increase of mixture level as a result of the initiated evaporation (opening of leak)

s

gradual decrease of all water levels as a result of the boiling in connection with mass
loss beyond the leak
gradual increase of all water levels as a result of feed in

*

rapid decrease of mixture level as a result of the collapse of water steam mixture
(closing of leak)

Fig. 3: Time Response of collapsed (CL) and rnixture kvel fML) within pressure vessel
(PV) as well as collapsed level of preheater (PH) during Blow Down experiment
(EXP) and post-calculated by ATHLET-code (AW)

In Fig. 3 the comparison of water level response is illustrated, The mixtum level sesponse is
the calculated by ATHLET-Code, which is based on the ealculated collapsed levef. Between

the experimental and calculated data of collapsed level is a very exact correspondence. That
means the ATHLET-Code reflects the process behaviour very well [6]. The deviation in the
preheater water level after t = 225 s results in fact of the limitation by the measuring system
range.
The interesting pararneter mixture level, which is non-measurable by usual hydrostatic
measuring system, has to be verified by needle-shaped probes for two-phase flow.
2

Detection of mixture level transfer by using needle-shaped probes (special
instrumentation)

Needle-shaped probes (NSP) are a special instnimentation for two-phase flow to detect the
mixture level interface area as well as a local steam content [I, 2, 3, 61. In Fig. 4 a
construction scheme of NSP in principle is demonstrated. The basic point of the signal
processing is established by the different conductivity of steam and water phase. A short
overview about the measuring principle gives Fig. 4, too. It deals with a water-steam mixture
moving within a time interval. The threshold value phi-65 is fixed, which represents an
optimal threshold for detecting steam (U = 3700 mV after ADC in a range between 2800 ...
4100 mV). Depending on this threshold value an impulse-shaped measuring signal with
binary character will be generated. It corresponds to respective phases which will be detected
at the top of the NSP's.

Fig. 4: Construction scheme and signal processing of needle-shaped probes [2]
A

The analogous signal (signal of contact with steam bubble and probe top) will
be formed in consequence of steam bubble deformation at the needle-shaped
probe top. This signal is the basis for the digital signal.

B

The binafy signal is built on the basis of the threshold value phi-65. Above this
threshold value steam will be assumed.

The application is possibly in transient (in this example) and stationary flows with a
resolution of Ca. 1oh4s. As the result a measuring signal by the post operating software
module will be genesated, which represents the local steam content. The influence of flow
Parameters may be lead to failures. That must be attend. The exact functionality of NSP is
described in [I, 2,3].

Fig. 5: Scheme of installation position of needle-shaped probes in the pressure vessel and a
photo of it
Fig. 5 illustrates the installation position of the NSP's in the pressure vessel. The installation
length amounts 40 mm within the vessel with an inner diameter of 273.9 mm. The diameter of
probe top is 0.12 mm, and the length of contact is 0.3 mm.

pressure vessel
flow restrictor

ie range level
dp

NSP

differ-ance
-- pressur*
ntadle-shaptd probe

Fig. 6.: Principle scheme of test facility (pressure vessel and preheater) with axial
distnbution of NSP's and its photo
The NSP's are configured in the pressure vessel orthogonal to the flow path every 200 mm
within a height of most likely range of mixture level (Fig. 6).

3

ATHLET-Code calculation of mixture level

This part of contribution deals with the calculation of mixture level by ATHLET-Code. At
first, it is necessary to predefine the nodes in the pressure vessel, considering the
configuration of measuring instrumentation:' The code subdivides every predefined node in
two homogeneous volumes:
one volume for water phase (below the mixture level)

a

one volume for stearn phase (above the mixture level)

In Fig. 7 the nodalization scheme of pressure vessel is illustrated. The number of nodes over
the whole vessel height of 3000 mm is 23. It is necessary to predefine small nodes at the NSPpositions to reproduce local Parameters, like steam content at every measuring point. So the
ATHLET-Code generates a local steam content at the NSP-position, which is comparable
with the measured one by NSP. Thus, an adaptation to real circumstances is considered.

Height (m)

I

P-DB

Fig. 7: Nodalization scheme of pressure vessel for ATHLET-Code
The next step is the calculation of mixture level height, which results from the volume-heightpolygon fonnula corresponding to the volume below mixture level. That means, the water
phase is the basis for the calculation of mixture level. The basic models for this are the
Iumped parameter models for different control volumes and flow track as well as drift flow
models [5]. The specific characteristic of the ATHLET calculation is, that ATHLET assumes
a plain surface of the mixture level without a foarn Zone in contrast to the experiment. The
reality shows, that the surface of mixture level is moved and wavy with a foam Zone in case of
high transient evaporation process,

4

Evaluation of measured and calculated results

The following time responses of measured and calculated values will be compared for defined
NSP-Position:

+

mixture level calculated by ATHLET ( ML-ATH )

3

collapsed level calculated by ATHLET ( CL-ATH) and measured by hydrostatic
measuring system ( CL-EXP )

3

local steam content measured by NSP ( PHI-65, PHI-65-MAV)

+

local steam content calculated by ATHLET ( PHI-ATH )

The PHI-65-MAV was built as moving average signal to reduce the stochastics of the needleshaped probe signal.

Fig. 8: Definition of mixture level depending on the axial distribution of local steam content
Fig . 8 illustrates the definition of mixture level depending on the axial distribution of local
steam content. At the point, where the steam content crosses the value of PHI = 0.7 (70%), the
mixture level was determined. The 70% value of steam content is the fixed threshold value, at
which the experimental mixture level transfer is completed. So the 70% valw signs a
dominant phase changing. A continuous fluid phase does not longer there exists. It
corresponds to the theoretical, by ATHLET-Code calculated steam content.
Fig. 9 shows the mixture level transfer calculated by ATHLET-Code and measured in
experiment for the NSP-position 1.525 m. In the above part the water and rnixture levef
response is illustrated. The Part below includes steam content caiculated by Ami-ET-Code
arid measured by NSP. By the 70% vaiue the intersection point with rnmeasured (by NSP) and
calculated (by ATHLET-Code) local stearn content is given.

Fig. 9: Mixture level transfer given by time response of calculated mixture level (ATHLETCode) and measured local steam content (experiment) NSP 1.525

The point of attention is the transfer region of mixture level, the differences between
calculated and measured values. The theoretical, by ATHLET-Code calculated steam content,
corresponds to the mixture level transfer. The difference between prompt jump of local steam
content, calculated by ATHLET-Code and the gradual increasing of NSP-signal should be
checked. The result of the investigation regarding the transfer region is, that the time
difference between ATHLET-Code and NSP-signal is 5 s in maximum. This fact is very good
to be seen in Fig. 10 with a Zoom of the scale. There is drawn in a window of Atmax = 5 s
over the transfer region. It shows the time difference of calculated mixture level transfer
(above) and measured steam content (PHI-65), which passes the 70% value (below). The blue
curve (NSP-BIN) represents the impulse rate, which is a measured result of the NSP, too
(middle). Within the window, the end of the continuous fluid phase is indicated. This is
reflected also by the PHI-65 signal in the Parameter range of 70% steam content value. That
denotes a process of the mixture level transfer with a foam Zone.

-PHI-65

NSP-BIN

-TO%-Value -NSP-1525

-ML-ATH --- PHI-MMAV

Fig. ]L& Mixture level transfer and impulse rate (ATHLET-Code arid experiment, NSP 1.525)

The equivalent results for NSP-Position 1.925 m are given in Fig. 11 and 12. There is reached
a very good agreement between measured and calculated steam content at the local NSPposition, too.
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Fig. 11: Mixture level transfer given by time response of calculated mixture level (ATHLETCode) and measured local steam content (experiment) NSP 1.925
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Fig. 12: Mixture level transfer and impulse rate (ATHLET-Code and experiment, NSP '1.%B)

In Table 2 quantitative results of experiment and post-calculation are collwted. For evcry
NSP-position the time point of mixture level transfer will be confmed. The formula for
evaluating At-max is the following:
Equ. (1) determined the failure of mixture level between calculated and measued signds. The
very good result, converted in deviation of mixture level heighr, is about I ...8 cm. ?'"hatis an
absolute failure of 5% based on the differente of maximal increasing md final vdue of
mixture level.

PHI- PHI-65 PHI-65ATH (pass) MAV

Aml

Aml

Table 2:

Comparison of mixture level transfer for needle-shaped probe positions between
experiment (PHI-65, PHI-65-MAV) and ATHLET-Code (PHI-ATH)

In Fig. 13 the mixture level transfer for all NSP-position (marked) in the pressure vessel is
integrated. The NSP-signals are plotted for the Parameter range 0 ... 1 at the NSP-position.
The figure shows, that the good results corresponding to the mixture level transfer are valid
for all needle-shaped probes at the 70% value.
Time nqx>nile ofw l e r kveianti s t o m ccntent (Fii-65) €a.signedto probe paieon

Fig.13: Mixture leve1 transfer (ATHLET-Code and experiment) for a l l (6) needle-shaped
probe positions in the pressure v w e l
This fact will be pointed by the presentation in Fig. 14. Here is shown the axial distribution of
locd stearn content in cornparison to mixture level transfer at the needle-shaped probe
positions scaled for defined points of investigation time. The slight curve of steam content is
the measured vdue PHI-65,tfte thick one, PHI-ATH is the by ATHLET-Code calculated.

Especially the good correspondence between measured and calculated steam content and the
change at the phase border (behveen 0 and 1) is demonstrated. For exarnple at the time point
t = 105 s, short after opening of leak, all NSP's are in the mixture (maximal increased value of
mixture level). That means, during mixture level rapid increasing the measured and calculated
result is an axial distribution of steam content with gradual increasing in the range of Ca. 3545%. The other axial distributions characterise the lay Open of the NSP's corresponding to the
mixture level transfer.

Fig. 14: Axial distribution of local steam content in comparison to mixture level transfer
In Fig. 15 the space curve of mixture level and the assignment of different phases of process
state are described. The values absolute mixture level and its gradient are presented. It is to
read off, with which gradient and which absolute height the mixtm level passes the NSPpositions.

Fig. 15: Space curve of mixture level and assignment of different phases of process statt.

Conclusions
Needle-shaped probes are well qualified for

*
*

detection of mixture level transfer,
determination of local steam content.

A very good correspondence between local steam content calculated by ATHLET and
determined by needle-shape probes was achieved.
Global pararneter mixture level was verified by 1oca.l values of steam content at NSPpositions.
The simulation program for thermal hydraulic processes in pressure vessels with water
steam mixture (ATHLET-Code) was verified.

*

That means a proof of iterative link of experiment and simulation.

Consequently it is possible to verify hydrostatic measuring Systems.
The research work was sponsored within the reactor safety research prograrnme (project
number 150 12 04) by the Federal Ministry of Economics and Technology.
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ABSTRACT

For studies on the characteristics of bubble flow in a rectanguiar channel (2Ox100mm) a new electrode-mesh
tomograph have been applied. The measuring principle is based on local conductiiity measurement. The applied
sensor scans the iocal void fraction distribution in 2 parallel planes, separated 1.5mm in flow direction, with a
resolution of 3.0x2.2mm and a overall sampling rate of 1200Hz (all256 points). Algorithms for the calculation of
the local instantaneous void fraction distribution and the true gas veloci are presented. üased on these values
the approximate shape of bubbles was reconstructed and the gas volume flow through the sensor evaluated. The
superficial gas velocity as well as the local distribution of the gas volume flux was caiculated.
An extensive sensitiiity study illustrating applicability and accuracy is presented, based on experimental
observations as well as theoretical considerations.
The evaluated results are compared with high-speed video observations of the flow field as well as data
comparing the reconstructed volume flow with measurements by a laminar flow meter. Good agreement can be
stated in general.

For design improvement of nuclear reactors as well as the assessment of their safety features advanced
hydrodynamic computer codes have been developed. It is obvious that from the point of CFD Code development,
that there is the necessity to verify the developed models with high quality databases, Wich w r e oMained from
experiments complementing the resolution of modern CFD codes in spatial and temporal concerns. Intensive
studies on the sensitiirty of all parameters will supply suffiiient knowledge that allowc to extrapolate data
obtained from (scaled) experiments to the real f a c i l i as well as to assess the accuracy in the numetical
prediction of the real facility's operation characteristics.
Considering the experimental part, several attempts have been made in the past to soive this problem.
Remarkable results have been reached by the use of X-ray tomography, which is able to suppty &ta with a
resolution in the order of several millirneters and a temporal resolution in the order of some milliseconds. Cited
should be Hori et al. [I] who realized a spatiil resolution of approximateiy 2mm by an overall sampling rate of
20üüHz.
Beside of the cost-intensive X-ray technology, attempts have been made be use of intrusive Sensors utilizing the
measurement of the electrical conductivity. Besides many others, Prasser et al. [4], who used a sensor where
16x16 electrodes were arranged in 2 ~lanes
and a temporal resolutionof 1024 Hz hawe been reaiized, shouM be
cited [4], [5].
Since the approach done by Prasser et al. [4] was considered as outstandingby the authors in terms of temporal
r
and soatial resolution, the aim has been to use this End of sencor for studies on flow charaderistics f ~ bubbw
flow in a comparativeiy narrow channel of 2Ox100mm crocs-section. W i e the h l ,instantaneous void fraction
distribution there have been particular interest in measuring the iocal true veMty of the dicpersed pkse, the
approximate bubble size as well as their distributions and to calculate from the obtained data the superficiai gas
velocity as well as to conclude to the distribution of the volume flux.

SENSOR DESCRIPTION

The used sensor was developed and manufactured at the FZR Research Center Rossendorf, Institute of Safety
Analysis, Dresden, Germany, and is similar to the device reported by Prasser et al. [4]. An illustration of the
applied device is given by Fig.1.
Design
The electrode-mesh sensor,
WMT, was designed to wver
the entire channel crosssection of 20x100mm size. The
normal vector on the crosssection and the channel length
coordinate are parallel. 2~8x16
electrodes are spread out
crosswise (90") in 3 planes.
Two planes, each containing 8
parallel equidistant electrodes,
work as receiver planes,
whereby one plane, centered
between the two receiver
planes, works as transmitter
plane. Each plane is separated
1.5mm so that the measured
conductivii is an integral value
of the fluid properties in an
ancient region around the
ektmde diameter: 0.1mm
crossing point along this
planes in 1Smm distanee
1.5mm separation distance of
the electrodes. Due to the fact
that the electrode planes are
Figure 1 Layout of the electrode-mesh tomograph, WMT
parallel arranged, tim planes
of measuring points result (up- and downstream the transmitter plane), where the conductivii of the fluid is
evaluated at the coordinates (xl ,X,). Since transmitter as well as receiver electrodes are arranged equidistantly,
an effectiie spatial resolutionof 2.2 X 6.1 mm results. With a wire diameter of 0.1 mm, a free cross-section of 96%
remains. The sensor is mounted in flanges fiiing the size of the experimental apparatus. An overall sampling rate
of 1200Hz have been realized with the available hardware (1 sample = 2 measuring planes, each containing 128
measuring points).

-

Control m m q t and signal acquisitbn
A simpliied electric scheme of the WMT is illustrated in Fig.2. Transmitter wires are successively individually
activated by a muitiplex circuit closing the switches SI-S4. To avoid electrolysis the potential on the temporarily
activated transrnitting wire is inverted once in each half excitation-period by switching SP that yields a rectangular
shaped suppiy voltage on the electrodes, as illustrated by U T in
~ Fig.3. The excitation of a transmitter wire causes
a current in the receiving wire (e.g. lR3
in Fig.3). Since all receiver wires are scanned separately, each crossing
point of transmitter and receiver electrodes is scanned individually. The resulting current is transforrned into
voltage by operational amplifiers (R1-R4 in Fig.3) and kept by sampldhold circuits. To distinguish between the
current that is caused by the influence of the capacSQaround the scanned crossing point and current that is a
function of the iocal conductivity, the sample/hold circuits are released by the switch SR1 after a stable voltage
level is reached (Fig.3). The released signal is 12 biAD converted and stored by a data acquisition wmputer.
The general possibility of cross-talk betweenthe electrodes is avoided by appiying an impedance to the output of
the transmitters as well as the input of the receivers, significantiy lower than the impedance of the fluid. This
keeps the potential 05 all non-activated electrodes to Zero 141. A proposal by Prasser et al. [4] have been followed
for the conversation frorn measured conductivii values to the local void fractions, assurning a linear dependency
of the kxal void fraction from the conductivii in lS'
order. Sr, the instantaneous lacal void fraction ~ ( tat
) the point
(xl, X*) writes for a constant current supplied by the ampliier, 141:

The assumption of a linear
dependency between the local
void fraction and the induced
current is a simplification used
and has explicitiy to be
understood as approximatin in
1 order. The obtained quality for
void fraction measurements was
found to be accurate by 1% in
comparison to X-ray tomography
[4]. To assuy that tke correct
values for U,, and U,, are used
(the case of oniy Air, Bater,
respectiveiy), the sensor is
calibrated
before
every
experiment.

''

METHOD FOR FURTHER
DATA PROCESSING

amplifiers

The measured void fractiin
writes in general form:
Figure 2

and is characterized by a spatiil
resolution of 2.2 X 6.lmm and a
resolution in time of 0.83ms. R
has been verified that the
measured void fraction is within
1% exact [4]. Based thereon, the
general possibility to &in more
advanced
data
of
flow
characteristics by use of the
available sensor has been
investigated. In partiiular, about
the local true gas v e W i as well
as the possibiiii for spatial
reconstruction of the flow field
was thought. The study was
limited to pure CO-currentbubbly
flow of an air-water mixture at
atmocpheric
pressure
and
arnbient temperature.
The
supetfiiial velocii of the water
did not exceed 25crnl.s and the
geometry of the channel hac
been chosen to 20xlüümm.

Local true gas veiocw, Basic
The measurement of the local
instantaneous true gas veloci
is based on the anaiysis of the
time a bubble migrates from one
point on one measuring plane to
the peripheral measuring point
of the

/ s/Fi J

- Simplified electrical scheme, [S]

opposite plane.
If the bubble enters an ancient
region around the crocsing point,
the (noise free) void fraction signal
~ ( t changes
)
from zero to a larger
level, as illustrated by Fig.4. This
, can be expressed at
ramp,
a point 7 :

--8-- -V- -

r ( I,tJ{upctream}
r ( ll, tJ {downctreaml

90

100.0 mmls
1000 Hz
= (18.2,Ej.i) mm

CU+ =
,f
=

[x„x,]

+„

So the veloci of the bubble is
defined as the surface velocity of
the approaching interfacial area.
Considering also the negative
ramp, @Gm, yiekls less accurate
results. The reacon is Seen in a
temporal alteration of the bubble
shape by the wires, followed by a
m
Time, t [ms]
non-neglectable diiference in
between the surface veloci and
Figure 4 Local void fraction signal
the
volume-averaged
rising
veloci. This ex~lanationis
confirked by the void fraction Course illustrated in Fig.4, where the signal obtained by the downstream plane II is
slightly elongated. Due to the same fact, former approaches, utilizing a time correlation function for the evaluation
of the local true gas velocii failed, since the character of bubble deformation is statistically not randomly
distributed.
If two ramps occur, separated by the vector s , the delay time At between these events allows concluding the
average surface v e W i within the distance

-

fl:

To ensure that identifiedramp events resuit from
the migration of one and the Same continuously
by the gaseous phase occupied volume, Eq.(4)
have been extended:
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- Comparison, realized and requiredtemporal
~esolution

as migrating with the maximum velocity
. ,U
Slower objects yield a measurable delay time that can be expressed
in terms of delay frames 6 (i.e. number of overall samples):

, which is characterized by a measuring uncertainty between usand U , :

The true velocity U: us< u 5 US+I remains unknown. Further it is obviousiy that the p.d.f. for the deiay-time appears
algebraically stretched if ii is plotted over velocity arguments. In Fig.5 a wmparison between the realized overall
sampling frequency fw, the corresponding maximal measurable velocity, U and the required time resolution
f ;,Iw is shown for aimed uncertainties in the velocity evaluation Us of 1,2 and 5mmIs. The graph proceeds
assumes Aw = 1.5mm. Obviously, the required temporal resolution fw is about 1 oder higher for a given
maxirnum v e l o c ,i U than the present avaiiable hardware is able to realiie.
However, wnsidering the mentioned uncertainty in the velocity evaluation with mathematical rigor besides the
feature being able to suppiy detailed informatiinabout the instantaneous void fractiin ditribution were promising
enough to make an approach toward the defined aim.

Local true gas veitx@, Approach
In general, the statistical characteristic of the delay time ~t between two (pocitiie) rarnp events @ „ ( F ,t) and
CD,,,( T + ,- $+At) are determined by a p.d.f h:

.

Suffiiient high time resolution supposed, the deiay-time mean value E(At) gives directiy the statistically sxpected
veloci of the gaseous phase E(U), wrresponding to a velocity oriented p.d.f.: pu.
The uncertainty in the velocity measurement, Eq.(8), yields that evaluated v e l o c i i U: U& U 5 ulkt are
accumulated at the measurable velocities U&,. However, the number of detected wents bekinging to a vdocky
class Ug , as defined by Eq.(8), is constant, independent if all events appears to be accurnulated at a vebity ua
within Ug or if they are distributed by a distribution function
over Ug.With the d i r e e t ditribution functiin
(which is suffiiient to serve the requirements in time-resolutin and n o r m a l i in U& W v e b ~ i t ydistributiun
function pu can be repiaced by a new distribution function F". The probability P(AtcT), or conespondingiy 1P(u<U), can so be expressed either by the measurable velocity classes U* or by the redistributed one,iJi:

5"

with:

The spectrum of local gas velociies in bubbly fbw does not show any singutarities and behava~smooah s~W
the velociiy fluctuation of a single bubbie around the time averaged value have
faund as d$mbuted Mh E i
stea*, "suffiiient smooth" funcfion, [2],[3],[6].
Facing thii point, an -mach
in 1 onjer Can be EegiämSzed W
assuming that the frequency of all true velociies U within one measurable veic&y ctass Wf2 equritl)' disbSbuted
and so
is constant over U*. The introducedp.d.f.
is normaiiiedwWin Uo:

zu

Eu

The redistribution of the Ns velocity classes that are larger in class-width Usthan the required class-width 0,
writes for temporal equidistant sampling cycles 6:

With:

The statistical moments are altered slightly if an assumption for the statistical behavior of the bubble rising
velocities within the uncertainty is made by introduction of
. The mean value E(u) and the standard dewiation
D2(u) are of particuiar interest:

F,,

The resultc obtained by applkatiin of the proposed algorithm are discussed in the section Test results and
comparison'.
Phase r&comtrucfion
The algorithm for the velocity evaluation supplies information about the statistically expected local true gas
velociies in a two-phase mixture. Simuitaneously, the local void fraction is measured.
With these information an approximate reconstruction of the bubble shape and its volume can be carried out.
Thii idea has been first reported by Pmsser et al. 141 and is based on the lacalization of a volume continuously
filled with gas, whiih is appropriately clustered.
The algorithm proposed by Prasser et al. [4] has the disadvantage that the volumetric flux is supposed to be
constant over the cross section. This simplification is not further necessary since the local instantaneoustrue gas
v e i o c i UG, is known, Eqs.(9)-(16).
To evaluate the area in &, whiih is occupied at a certain time by the gaseous phase, and to repeat the prmess
for all t till the entire structure in the &(xi,x2,t)-field is clustered, a list L&is introduced:

This list LEI given by Eq.(17), contains all local instantaneously measured values of the void fraction resulting
from the same bubble structure. It have been found by extensive studies on single bubbles and bubble
collectives that there exists a unique value of E, cthresh, whiih is a certain identifier that a gas structure is in
between these points. The value is independent from the cross-sectional averaged void fraction and slightly
altered by bubble rising veloci (4-5% for rising velociiies between 200-500mmls). This threshokl have been Set
to ~~,,=10% and is kept constant for every fbw condiion. The void fraction signal have been triggered by
and in the following only thii triggered signal, noted with E, is considered. So it has been avoided to jump during
the scan procedure from one bubble to the next, except for Situation where two bubble are shortiy before
coalescence, whiih corresponds to a iocal void fractiin 05 signifiintiy more than 10%. A qualitative criteria to
assess,, ifa certain inctantaneousvojd fraction distribut'i over A, is caused either by 2 small bubbles, wiiih are
c b e d before coalition, or by 1 iarger structure have been found: if the clustered ~(x,,x~,t)-field
shows more than
one W maximurn, it is supposed that there exist more than a singie bubble. This case is oniy important for the
correct evaluatii of the bubble dimeter. The local gas volume flux distributiin is not influenced. The proposed
utilied dustering procedure can be expresced by the recursive-implementedformula n o t 4 below:

The points in the &(X,,x2,t)-fieMare scanned at the step k+l by application of a 6-point stencil to all points in the
list LE~,while checking if the identified new points (&>Cl) had been scanned by a former step. The pmedure is
repeated till the successor of the last lists remains emply. With the information about the integral void fraction of
a bubble, scanned in the &(XI,x2,t)-field by Eq.(18), with the expected value of the rising veloci of thii structure,
: writes at physical standard
Eq.(5), and with the spatial resolution of the Sensor, Axt, Ax2, the bubble volume V
conditionfor pol T?

It has to be noted that the first formulation of the bubble volume is of general validii. The second line is based on
the assumption that
is constant distributed over the velocity ciass Ua ,yieiding that the mean value is given by
u8+0.5 U8 . For any approximation of the velocity distribution within a measurable ciass-width U8 higher in oder
the first line of Eq.(19) has to be considered. The presented research work concentrates on twryihase bubbiy
flow, where bubbles are ranging in diameter between 4-7mm. These bubbles are under experimental condiiions
spherical or show only a slight tendency for ellipsoidal distortion (Ig(Mo)--14,Eo-1). The wlume vB0
at standard
wnditions has been expressed by the diameter dB, suppocing a spherical shape (notation: dBsm).A dictribution
function fg is introduced by Eq.(20) that allows to cakulate the expected bubbie diameter E(d~~rn)
at (x1,x2):
(201

The local gas volume flux can be evaluated from information about locai instantanaous true gas veloci and
simuitaneous measured void fraction by Eq.(21):

TEST FAClLlTY
The electrode-mesh tomograph (Fig.1) has been applied for studies on devewing co-current bubbfy fbw at
atmospheric condiiions, realized with the test facility that is illustrated by Fig.6.
The rectangular channel (2) has a crocs-section of 2Ox100mm wer the entire length of about 55 hydraulk
equivalent diameter. The channel is made from acryiii giass and modular in design, so that the WMT (3) can be
set at locatiins every 100mm downstream the strainer unit (4).
The channel is supplied with water from a lower plenum (6) that is fiooded by a circular drilled distributiin p'p.
Water is accelerated through a 3dimensional shaped inlet noule, which is foliowed downstream by a strainer
unit (5). The strainer unit (5) consists of blades with 0.8mm thiikness, f i in 5mm diitance, aiming a
homogenization of the velocity profile in X, X, direction. Also wntained in the strainer unn%(6),
thers is a sieve far
turbulence profile equalization (stainless-steel wire-mesh, 0.5mm mesh size, 1.5 hydrauiii d i e Z e r downstream
the strainer-blades).
Air is injected through steel needles, which are suppiied thrwgh the channel wall of the air injection unit (41,
llOmm downstrearn the turbulence sieve. The needles have an outer diameter of 2mm and a precisely drilled
hole of 1.Omm diameter in their wall, pointing in q direction (Le. main flow direction). The nedles are iriswted
into the channel through steel-sockets, which are mounted at the wall and fit the size of fhe air injW#Ki needles
petfectly. The sutface inside the channel as well as of the air injection needles is abcdutdy planar and ~fncdh.
The connection between air injection needles and cockets is seaM outside the channd by use d a rubber
package that allows a positianing of the air injection needle with about 1mm a c c u q in xl-direction. Th?cbsg~t
distance of the air injection huie to the wall is also approximateiy tmm. There are 5 socke& in x2directim
mounted at the channel wall at x2=10,30,50,70 and 90mm on each side d tk?chand wall. The oufM d t h
testing-channel was reaiized as an upper plenum (1) consisting of a diffuser and tM,suctiofi prplss. T h suction

pipes are 1" in diameter and adjustable in their height in order to optimize the run-off condition. Water flows from
the upper plenum (1) into a container (13) by gravity. The Storage container (13) is used to separate the head for
the centrifugal-pump (16) hydraulicallyfrom the outlet-condiiionof the channel to avoid pressure oscillations.
Water volume flow is controlled by use of two parallel
switched control vaives (9), sized 1:10 in their nominal
fbw rate. The pressure upstream the control vaive
block (9) is kept constant by an overfbw pressure
reguiator (12). The flow rate is measured by a Bstage
orifiie cascade (8). The fbw rate can be detected with
average accuracy of approximateiy 2.5%. W is pocsible
to keep the flow rate constant over the test series within
about 1% shii.
The air for bubble generation was supplied by an oilfree piston compressor (15). In order to avoid pressure
fluctuations, a pressurized vessel (14) have been
utilized. To keep the air pressure upstream the control
vaives (10) constant a pressure regulator (11) have
been installed. The control vaives b k k consists of 2
parallel needle vaives, sized 1:10 in their nominal flow
rate. The fbw rate of the air is measured upstream the
control vaives in a Zone of constant pressure by use of
a laminar-fiow-meter. The volume flow can be detected
with approximateiy 1.5% accuracy in average. The
arnount of air is sufficient to reaiiie superficial velociies
of up to Ficmls.
During all experiments referred, the electrode-mesh
sensor have been installed 5üQmm downstream ihe
Figure 6 Test facility
strainer unit (6), i.e. 470mm downstream the injection
needles.
Table 1 Experimental conditions.
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Series No.1

Series No.2
480

WMT posmon downstream strainer

[mml

480

Appiii wefall sampling mies.iw

[Hz]

500,800,10M1,1200

500,800,1000,1200

Superiiäal ~ l o a t ~
y ~ g9%~.
e <UG>
,

[mm/sl

0.5 ..10.0

0.5 .. 10.0

Superiicial veloaty range. watsr, <UW>

[mmts]

0..200

O..m

RESULTS AND DISCUSSDN
The verrfication of the proposed methods was carried out by use of extensive testing series: a first one to study
the general void fraction rneasurement according the proposal by Prasser at al. [4], aiming the locaiikation of a
single bubbie ac well as studies on the probability diitribution of the void fraction. Based on this elementary study,
the v a i i d i ofthe proposed method for the evaluation of the iocal true gas velocity has been investigated in
r n p a r i m with video data. Finaliy, the obiained data for ihe kxal true gas velocii ihe flow fieid were
raconstructed in space, the voturne fbw was cakuiated and cornpared to values, akernaiively supplied by a
laminar fbw rneter, LW.
TaMe 1 givm an iilustmtionwer ttie experimental settings used in the third and bebw discussedseries.

Sp~~kling
cx~pn*menlC;

Aim was to ctarii the order the noise level in the signat have to be imagined as well as to stuciy iis dependency
f r m superiiial gac and liquid vWiies. Furthermore the necessary sampiing duration shouki had been
investigated in order to w u r e a predefined cettainty for the ewaiuation of various mean valoes.
ica! VOM fraction probabili functiwf is illustrated in Fig.7. The superfiicial v e m i of the gas was
<WG~=2.lrnm/sand the superficiafliquid velocity was <&+=100.0mrnls
with an werall sampling rate of

Vekxify measurernent
The evaluation of the local true gas velocity has been
carried out according Eqs.(4)-(15). Single bubbles as
well as collectives of them were sparkled into the
channel. The bubbles had a diameter of approximately
2-7mm. The data supplied by the WMT have been
anaiyzed in order to &in the delay time distribution
Eq49). An exarnple is shown in Fig.8 (<UG>=2.1mm/s,
<Uw>=lOO.Ommis and fw=lOOOHz). The discreet
function pt is pbtted over the logarithmic stretched
arguments (classes Ti) in oder to obtain equidistant
velocity classes. The deiay-time based p.d.f., according
Eq.(9), have been redistributed by Eqs.(10)-(13). The
obtained velocii clacses are equidistant and plotted in
the lower half of Fig.10. The arguments Ui are
Nurnberc of camplec. Nm„ [-I
corresponding to the delay-time classes Ti used for the
Figure
9
Time averaged void fraction
pbt in the upper half of Fig.10. It can be Seen that the
v e l o c i based function p, is flatter than p, in a region of
high vebciiies. In an area of bw velociies, the function
p,, reaches higher level than p,
a resuit of the
0.m r E ~ ~ ~ N O . ~ ~
summatiin of deiay time ciasses Ti that bebng to the
same veloci clacs U,.
a 1
Mean vaiues for true gas velociies at different fbw 2 „r
corKition rneasured by the WMT, UGWMT,
are plotted vs. $
_
the vebciiies UG-,
Oblained by the Vieo Image
o.m- " P"
Prucecsing Technique in Fig.11 for U G = Z ? ~ O m m,-i ~ E:
and fw as parameter.
There is a general good agreement of ail data. Higher E Oaoi 1
true slas velociies UGscatter more. For data obtained
0.W
4.03
with f;Vr1000~zagr&ment can be confirmed within a
-2000
-1000
I000
2000
5% margin.. A sampling rates of bwer than 800Hz have
T N gas
~ veloaty in X„ U, [mmls]
to be comidered as insuffiiient for vekity evaiuation in
Figure 10 Delay time p.d.f., measured and
the studied pararneter range.
corrected
in Fig.11 the uncertainty-bars for some of the measured
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veMty values are shown (standard
deviation of uo,
The order is
5-1VA of the indiited bubble rising
v e b c i i U=. The video measured
data and the values predicted by the
WMT are of same order. The quaiity
of
the
vebcii
diibution
approximatbn by introduction of the
interclass diitribution function
in
1.' order can be stated as good. An
illustratiun of furthw meacurement
possbiiitii is given by Fig.12,
where v e W i data of an experiment
Wh
<Uo>=2.1 mmh
and
<Uw>=lOQ.mm/s are s k w n for a
non-symmetm: gac injectkm fseries
No.2 awording T&
1). To gRre a
realistic m u r e of äie gas veloci
distrihtkm, the MbMe repez'ition
freciuencv has to be shown in the

0

0

0

Veloci ty. U„

[mrds]

0
N

m
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velocity will range is due to a real physical behavior (i.e. action of turbulence), or due to a limited number of
available data.
Bubble diameter and volume flow
With the evaluated information about the Coca1 instantaneous gas vekocity, there is the pocsibilii of bubble
volume reconstruction, as demonstrated by Eqs.(17)-(19). With the assumption that the bubble shape is
approximately spherical, this volume can be converted into an equivalent bubble diarneter and a corresponding
p.d.f., f ~Eq.(20).
,
An example of evaluated experimental data is illustratedby Fig.11.

An illustration of further measurement possibilities is
given by Fig.12, where velocrty data of an experiment
with <&>=2.1 mmls and <Uw>=l00.0mmIs are shown
for a non-syrnmetric gas injection (series No.2
according Table 1). To give a realistic picture of the gas
v e l o c i distribution, the bubble repetitiin frequency has
to be shown in the diagram, as well. By doing so it can
be distinguished clearly, if the expected interval wherein
the velocity will range is due to a real physical behavior
(i.e. action of turbulence), or due to a Iimited number of
available data.
Bubble diameter and volume flow
With the evaluated information about the iocal
instantaneous gas velocity, there is the pocsibilii of
bubble V O I reconstruction,
U~~
as demonstrated by
Eqs.(17)-(19). With the assumption that the bubble
shape is approximately spherical, this volume can be
converted into an equivalent bubble diameter and a
corresponding p.d.f., f ~ ,Eq.(20). An exarnple of
evaluated experimental data is illustrated by Fig.11 of

the
above-cited
experiment. A significant
peak value can be Seen at
approximate dB=5.5Cm. The
bubble diameter mean
value as well as the
statisticaily
(physicaily)
expected
intenral,
determined by the standard
deviation, is given. Also
uncertainty-barsof the p.d.f.
are
shown
(not for
moments). From Eq.(19) it
folbws directiy that the
evaluated
äiieter
is
directly proportional to the
indicated velocity. In Eq.(19)
the mean value of
*hin
U* have been used to
evaluate the true riiing
vetoci and thereby the
true bubble volume. The
possibility to piot the
evaiuated bubble d i e t e r s
6 in their spatial
distribuüon over the c m s sectin A, have been

o
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Figure 12 UqGdtertribution in A,

100

realized in Fig.14 for the above described experiment
with an non-syrnmetric air-injection (<UG>=2.1mmls,
<&p=100.0mmis and fw=1000Hz). It can be Seen
from Fig.14 that the bubble diameter is approximateiy
constant distributed over &. Since there are practical
diiulties to obtain data of the bubble dimeter from
aiternative experiments, the volume flow has been
chosen as a suitable criterion to assess the q u a l i of
the reconstructionof bubble size in wnnection with the
p r e d i i n of the velocity (wherefore the accuracy was
discussed independently). By use of Eq.(21) the local
volume fbw and its equivalent in the flux velocii can
be calcuhted. For the cited experiment, the local
distribution of the superfiiial velocity over & is shown in
Fig.15. Two strong maxima can be identified in the
region of air injection (x2=10,30mm). The volume flux
outside this region is neglectable small. Furthermore,
there is a wnnection between Fig.15 and the bubble
diameter- as well as local the gas velocity ditribution,
given by Fig12 and Fig.14, respecüvely: The volume
fbw reaches maximum values in region, where big

Figure 14

- Bubble diameter distribution
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Figure 16 Quality of <Uo> evaluation

bubbles migrate at high tnie velociiies. The time and Cross sectional averaged supetfiiial v e l o c i of the gas,
<UG>, r m m e d f m data supplied by the WMT, were compared to data aiternativeiy obtained data by a
laminar-fbw meter, LFM. The deviation in these data is shown in Fig.16 in a plot vs. the cross-sectiinal and time
averageü tme gac vabcity, <UG>G.For kWY true gas velociües (~30üinrn/s)an error of lecs than 10% can be
confirmed. For targer vdues of <&>G, fiere are relative deviations up to W h .The reason for these deviatmns is
seen by the authrs in a strong bubble defonnation as well as the invaliii of the assumptii that the integralbe ~~SUtned
as equivaient to the velocii of the approaching surface, whereon
surfacev e W i of the bubble
the algonthm for the evaluaäon af the rising v e l o c i is based. A b obviius is that the measuring accuracy is
bwsr for non-symrnetric injected bubbles. The bubble concentration per unit Wume incraases for the same
superfiiiai gas velocity in äie Gase of non-syrnmettk injection arid so the swrce for a measuring emx is given in
a sirnilar w y than for higher superficil veloc'iss but homogeneous bubb)e c i i i t x r t i i .
To irnprmethe accuracy 05 t h t m values, there is the nececsity for further extensive research.

Accuracy and certainty
Prasser et al. [4] found that the new electrode-mesh sensor is able to predict the time and sectionalcross
averaged void fraction with an accuracy of approximately 1%. Furthermore there is evidence in Prasser et al. [4]
that the accuracy for the IOCal void fraction measurement is similar in order than the integralvalue.
The measurement of the true gas velocity is based on the anaiysis of the delay-time between the two signals that
a migrating bubbles causes at two peripheral electrode crossing points of the WMT. For the i d e n t i f i n of these
is used. This event is independent frorn the arnplitude of the
events a change in the local void fraction (@„)
void fraction signal. Insofar it can be concluded that there is theoret'ically M, error on the measurement of the
delay-time's mean value, caused by a deviation in the void fraction measurement. Thic is nat the case for the
instantaneous delay-time: a deviation in the measurement of the void fraction of one point might cause a time
shift of the ramp event, @„,
in the triggered signal since a different sector, i.e. E-thresh,of the ramp is utilized
(compare Fig.4). But if it is supposed that the error in void fraction measurement is randomiy symmetrically
distributed around a mean value in time and space the statistical mean value of the delay time can be c o r r q
reflected. Evidence of this assumption have been achieved by variation of the threshoki value h e used to
trigger the raw signal from the noise. A variation in between G„ = 9-12% did not yieid any remarkable deviiion
in the evaluated delay time mean value At. (The time and cross-sectional averaged void fractions was larger
~>=0.2%.)
Beside of the delay-time At, the electrode distance Aw is of importance. This discussion goes alone with the
question of linearity in the conversion from a voltage level Ud, caused by the conductivity of the sumxinding twophase mixture, into a void fraction, E. The electromagnetic fieM around two orthogonal spreads out wires, ins*&
an artificially "W-fixed electrical potential environment, is a very complex, 3 dimensional structure, W i h can no2
be recakuiated by the obtained output signals [4],[5]. So it is supposed, as mentioned at äFe very beginning, that
the output signal Ud is a function of the average distribution of the multiphase mixture in a vdume, corresponding
to one mesh size (2.22 X 6.06mm). This assumption seems to be valid since the mesh size is very smdl and the
distance in between the wires is narrow. Furtherrnore the size of 1 mesh is limited since the interaction between
the 2 excited electrodes is marginaiiy low if ail other electrodes are kept to 0 by bw in and artput impedance,
respectively. Due to this necessary - simplifiition, there is no possitiiiii to take the wim distance W the
influence of the stretched electromagnetii fieM into consideration. However, the legitimacy of thiß assumpäon is
confirmed by the experiments for velocrty measurement (Fig.ll), where no deviat'on af predicted gas velocity
values to a certain were obviously.
The strongest source of pocsible deviations, uncertainty, respectively, is given by the introductiond tb8 intmlass
velocity distribution
in order to overcome the diiulties with insuffiient time resdutkn. The PDF
is
suppoced to be equally distributed within U,. Since there is no knowledge d the red c-etisties
of $$# the
worst case has to be assumed. This situation is given if in the first Gase all v e W i U, , bekmging to U,, are
concentrated at the lower velocity value U,. The other case is given if all velociies uj are concenttated at Ubl.
Both cases are highly unlikely, but have to be considered as psible. The resuit is that for vdwities closed to
U„
(down to approx. u,J5)
an expected interval of up to 20% resuits. This uncertainty is less important for the
prediction of the velocity mean value U as much more for the prediiion of an instantan8ws vsk>city U, T b
statistical mean value can be considered as within +J-5% correct (Fig.ll), but the instantansou8 value have to ba
acsumed within the above mentioned iarger interval. This is of particular interest for the caicufatii of equivalerrt
bubble diameter (Fig.13) as well as volume flux (Fig.l5), where the instantaneous Wue of tbe veloc'ity is Wen
for cakuiation. Both cited figures show large uncertainty-intervaisin which mean value is expected.
y i lai i c@
efE
tha
plot of the superiicial velocity distribution <Uo> wer the Cross section A, in Fig.15 illustrates this Merk in r e g ' m
of low flux value ((<UG>) < lrnm/s), resulting from sbw gas velociies (bubble diarneters we apptoximatety
equaliy distributed over &) are less influenced by
since the temporal recolution of tlle seplsor Is suffK;'i
(interval about 3%). Areas of high flux vaiues ((<UG>)> 3mmls) are charactetized by large um-,
(-10%)
resuitingfrom the approximation of the true velocii probability function p, by use of F".
So it is not surprisingiy that the predictionof the gas volume fbw at standard condiiion suffers hiih d a v ' i f m
the alternatively supplied data. As illustrated in Fig.16, the standaal volume fbw, expressed by äle supsrfic'i
velocii is reconstructedwith a deviation lower 10% for bubble rising vefac'ih, where the t e m w resoiutii d
the sensor is. Furthermore it have to be noted that an error occurs due to the s i i i w i s e -r
ab W
in regions of higher rising velociies: as higher as faster as the bubble migmtes ac rougfier the approx#naticm Of
volume reconstruction according Eq.(19) seems to be. it have to be stated that tfw applicsbiilty of ä#t s e n s b
~
volume flow modeling is lost for rising velociiies higher than 390mds, vvtiere .enws of about 3096 wem found.
However, the authors sharing the opinion that these values will be signifikant& imprr~vgdwiäl furttier hmhYlir8
devebpment.
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SUMMARY

A new electrode-mesh device has been applied to studies on bubble flow. Extensive data processing methods
have been dweloped that offers the psibility to evaluate the local instantaneous void fraction, bubble rising
velocity and bubble volume as well as their time and crocs-sectional averaged values. These averages were
used to wnclude on the iocal distribution of the superfiiial gas veloci.
The propoced algorithms have been applied to bubble flow in a rectangular channel (&=20xlOOmm, <UG>=O5mmis,<Uw>=0-25mmIs and two air injectbn wnfiguration). Accuracy in the prediction of void fraction was found
within 5% by wmparison with video supplied data. The reconstructed volume flow showed uncertainties in the
order of up to 10% for true gas velociiies lower 300mmls and up to 30% above.
NOMENCLATURE

Cross section
Distribution coefficient
Standard deviation
Bubble diameter, spherical
Bubble d i i e t e r class
Mean value
Probability density function
Wire Mesh Tomograph,
werall sampling rate
Counting variables

1 m2

XI, x2

-

Q>

-

1m
1m

-

WMT, 1 Hz

-

SuperFiiial veloci of the gas Imls
(instantaneoudtime averaged)
List
Number
Pressure
1 Pa
Probabili density function, general p.d.f. for equidistant veloci ciasses -

-

Distributionfunction
Vectors in space R3
Time
Time ciass
Temperature
Voitage
True veloci (instantaneous,time
averaged)
Vekxii class, general
Vekxity class, equcdistant
Bubble volume

1m
1s
1s
1K
1V
1mls
1mls
Imls
1 m3

E

6
AW

Coordinates in the cross-sectiin
1m
Rampevent
Void fraction
Delay frarnes
Distance between measuring planes 1 m

-

~pemi"f
Normalized or referring standard
wnditiin
A
Referringair
kk
List munter
W
Referring water
Referringdelay frame number
Referringvoid fraction
Referringbubble
Counting variables
Referring laminar flow meter
Maximum
Required
Spherical (equivalent)
Threshold
Referringtime delay
Referringv e l o c i
Referringvideo
Referring Wire-Mesh Sensor
Referring coordinates in the Cross
section
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